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Abstract
In this research work, new exploration of a pulse laser radar system is presented with
two splitted parallel laser beams for the measurement of precise velocity of moving
vehicles along with their contours and ranging distances. The emission of optical pulses
is eye-safe, and hence the radar can be classified as a class-1 laser system. The laser
emission comprises powerful and ultrashort optical pulses using the modulation concept
of highly dynamic carrier injection into the active zone of a single-heterostructure laser
diode. The emitted laser pulses have a wavelength of 904 nm. Two splitted laser beams
are produced from one laser. These two laser beams are transmitted in parallel with a
base separation distance of 28.8 cm. Transmitted parallel laser beams consist of a fast
sequence of very short laser pulses with a rise time of 28 picoseconds and a pulse
width (FWHM) of 32 picoseconds. Two broadband photodetectors with high sensitivity
(50 A/W) are axially installed to their corresponding transmitted laser beams in order to
avoid any beam detection interference between each other. Two synchronized optical
reference signals are taken from the laser transmitter to the photodiodes via optical
fibers having core diameters of 125 μm each. The photodetection technique is
optimized to achieve the highest performance of the photoreceivers of the developed
laser radar for detection of the moving targets. The range detection of targets is
performed according to the time-of-flight principle. The velocity of vehicle is determined
by the correlation of measured contours, detected by both photodetectors. The target
detection is performed from the time difference between the reference pulse and the
detected signal from moving targets. Moreover, the radar system can be used for the
detection of bi-directional and multiple automotive targets in a highly congested traffic.
Experimental measurements are performed in laboratory and real-life environments.
The length and height are determined along with the velocity of the moving targets.
Finally, the velocity for a car based on contour measurement is experimentally
evaluated.

XV

Zusammenfassung
In dieser Dissertation sollen neue Forschungsergebnisse und Erkenntnisse mit einem
Pulslaserradarsystem mit zwei parallel aufgeteilten Laserstrahlen für die genaue
Messung der Geschwindigkeit, der Entfernung und der Kontur von sich bewegenden
Fahrzeugen vorgestellt werden. Die Emission der optischen Impulse ist augensicher,
so daß das Radar als Klasse-1 Lasersystem klassifiziert werden kann. Die
Laseremission basiert auf leistungsstarken ultrakurzen optischen Impulsen, die auf
der Grundlage des Konzepts der sehr dynamischen Ladungsträgerinjektion in die
aktive Zone einer Einfach-Heterostruktur-Laserdiode erzeugt werden. Die emittierten
Laserpulse haben eine Wellenlänge von 904 nm. Zwei Laserstrahlen werden durch
Teilung des Laserstrahles einer Laserdiode gewonnen. Diese beiden Laserstrahlen
werden parallel zueinander mit einem Basisabstand von 28,8 cm ausgesandt. Die
ausgesandten parallelen Laserstrahlen bestehen aus einer schnellen Folge von sehr
kurzen Laserpulsen mit einer Anstiegszeit von 28 Pikosekunden und einer Pulsbreite
(FWHM) von 32 Pikosekunden. Zwei Breitband-Photoempfänger mit hoher
Empfindlichkeit (50 A/W) sind axial zu den entsprechenden Laserstrahlen installiert,
um Interferenzen zwischen ihnen bei der Strahldetektion zu vermeiden. Zwei
synchronisierte optische Referenzsignale werden aus dem Lasersender zu den
Photodioden über optische Fasern mit einem Kerndurchmesser von jeweils 125 mm
übermittelt. Die optische Empfangseinheit wurde dahingehend optimiert, dass
bewegte Ziele von dem neu entwickelten Laserradar einwandfrei detektiert werden.
Die Erkennung der Zielentfernung erfolgt nach dem Impulslaufzeitprinzip.

Die

Geschwindigkeit des Fahrzeugs wird durch die Korrelation der von beiden
Photoempfängern gemessenen Konturen bestimmt. Die Zielerkennung erfolgt aus
der Zeitdifferenz zwischen dem Referenzimpuls und dem detektierten Signal des
beweglichen Zieles. Darüber hinaus kann das Laserradarsystem für die Erkennung
von bidirektionalen und von mehreren automotiven Zielen auch in sehr dichtem
Verkehr eingesetzt werden. Experimentelle Messungen sind im Labor und in einer
realen Umgebung durchgeführt worden. Länge und Höhe von bewegten Zielen sowie
deren Geschwindigkeit sind bestimmt worden. Schließlich wird die Geschwindigkeit
eines Automobils auf der Grundlage von Konturmessung experimentell evaluiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The motivation of this thesis has been focussed from the pioneering research and
development results of the Department of High Frequency Engineering (HFT) at the
University of Kassel in the field of near field laser ranging, based on the time-of-flight
(TOF) principle.
A milestone in the HFT laser radar technology was the invention of the generation of
ultra-short and very high power laser pulses. A typical optical pulse used for the laser
system under investigation has a peak power of 470W, and a pulse width of 32 ps
(FWHM). A key parameter for the accuracy of ranging is the optical pulse rise time,
which is typically 28 ps.
Such laser spikes have great advantages for various applications. According to the
international safety rules, the emitted pulse fulfils the single pulse criteria, i.e. the pulse
energy is much lower than the permitted limit value. Moreover, the emission of a pulse
train can be done with very high pulse repetition frequency (PRF) without reaching the
limit value of the permitted averaged optical power. Thus, the laser spikes are totally
eye-safe so that the system under investigation can be grouped as class-1 laser system
according to [1].
Due to the eye-safe nature of the emission of a high repetition rate, the laser spikes can
be applied to the extended sampling techniques as described in [2]. In this case, the
time (range) determination is done with time-converted and time-extended pulses
instead of real pulses, which comprises, according to the sampling principle, a multiple
of single measurement events.
The application of the time-extended sampling principle is very useful in time domain
sensor systems, because signal processing in the sampled region is cost effective, and
noise and temperature effects have minor influence on the system accuracy.
The invention of the laser spikes has a further key advantage regarding high spatial
ranging, which is very important for 3D-imaging [3]. The provided laser power of singleheterostructure laser diodes by applying the novel modulation scheme of ‘high dynamic
1
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carrier injection’ is approximately 80 times higher than the optical power operating the
laser diode under rated conditions. This extremely high increase in optical power makes
it possible to use laser diodes with smaller aperture. As a result, laser beams with
smaller laser spots at a given distance can be realized. This makes spatially high
resolution 3D imaging possible. A 3D scanning laser radar is reported in [4], and it has
focused on the measurement of glowing crankshafts of trucks. Another 3D scanning
laser radar with high lateral resolution of 100 µm for orthopaedic surgery is reported in
[5].
The goal of this thesis is to extend the single-beam laser radar concept (see Figure 1.1)
to a double beam radar concept (see Figure 1.2) that opens new application fields
regarding the identification of moving vehicles. The interesting measurement
parameters are the height and the length of the moving vehicles. The control of vehicle
velocity is of growing importance with the increasing traffic density. Literature about
laser radar systems for velocity measurement can be found in [6-14].

Figure 1.1 Single beam laser radar.

Figure 1.2 Double beam laser radar system.

2
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In the new system, two parallel laser beams are produced from a single laser
transmitter. Two photodetectors (photodetector 1 and 2) are placed coaxially with both
laser beams as shown in Figure 1.2. The double beam laser radar system is placed
perpendicular to the direction of the moving vehicles. In case of single beam laser
radar, the system is placed towards the direction of the moving vehicle. It is mainly used
for velocity measurement. Using the double beam laser system, the type of a moving
vehicle can be easily evaluated by detecting the range, length and height along with the
velocity of the vehicle. Moreover, two references (reference 1 and 2) are used to detect
the velocity of bi-directional moving vehicles, as shown in Figure 1.2.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.3 Basic velocity measurement set-up of analysed pulse laser radar with parallel beams
[system placed (a) aside the road, and (b) above the road].

The velocity measurement using the double laser radar can be performed from aside
the road and also from above the road, as shown in Figure 1.3(a) and 1.3(b). The laser
beam is produced with a very small laser spot size of approximately 1 mm diameter.

3
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This means high resolution detection and, therefore, precise vehicle velocity
determination in high traffic zones.
Following systems are in use for traffic control:
Microwave radar: The microwave radar radiates electromagnetic (EM) waves. It
suffers from high beam divergence and therefore, it is only suitable for very short
distance detection tasks [15-19]. At velocity measurement, it has low angular
resolution and the spatial beam resolution also changes along with distance. For
instance, resolution changes from one lane to the others (in Figure 1.4, on lane 1 and
lane 2). Moreover, it is necessary to use complex signal processing techniques for
the microwave radars [20, 21]. Furthermore, the cosine effect (in Figure 1.4, cosφ) is
another drawback of such systems [18, 22] in the application of velocity
measurement.

Figure 1.4 Schematic view of the cross-the-road radar system for vehicle velocity measurement. The
angle φ (in degree) is typically the angular direction of radar system to street (commonly it is from 10
degree to 60 degree).

Optical radar: For velocity measurement [23, 24] it is necessary to setup precisely a
retro-reflector or optical receiver at the opposite side of the system to measure the
vehicle velocity. As a result, the overall system remains complicated.
Doppler radar: The frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) principle is
basically used in the Doppler radar system. It is suffering from frequency shifting
error in moving target identification [9, 25]. For instance, if two or more vehicles are in
the measurement area, it is very difficult to measure the velocity by using a Doppler
radar [22] because of the frequency shifting of multiple vehicles.
4
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To emphasize this research, a new pulse laser radar concept with parallel laser
beams is developed to measure the velocity of vehicles with high accuracy.
In Chapter 2, the theoretical background of the laser beams and the target properties
are described. The external factors which influence the performance of the laser
radar are described. Finally, the rules and regulations about the application of laser
systems are presented.
In Chapter 3, the fundamental background of the pulse radar as a velocity meter is
described. The functions to represent the pulse radar as velocity meter are
evaluated. At the end, the influencing factors, the limitation of the laser system, and
the range of the laser radar system are described.
In Chapter 4, an overview of the developed laser radar with parallel laser beams as
precise velocity meter is reported. The design, simulation, fabrication and
characteristics of the hardware modules are presented (a block diagram of different
hardware modules of the radar system is shown in Figure 1.2). In the laser
transmitter, a GaAs laser diode is used to generate eye-safe ultra-short laser pulses.
A clock synchronized trigger pulse generator is used to trigger the avalanche pulse
generator. Two avalanche photodetectors are developed as broadband receivers.
The optical system comprises transmitting and receiving optics. The transmitting
optics are used to produce two parallel laser beams from a single laser transmitter.
The receiving optic are used to filter out the unwanted optical signal and to focus the
reflected laser pulses from the target on the photodiodes. Towards the end, the
analysis and optimization of the developed laser system is performed to reduce the
signal to noise ratio (SNR).
In Chapter 5, the radar signal processing and the developed software for the laser
radar system, especially for evaluating the velocity, contour and ranging of the
dynamic targets are presented. The different topology of target detection (velocity
and contour) and their relationships are described. The evaluation of signal-to-noise
ratio for the measurement methodology is described. The target detection range by
the developed laser radar system is evaluated. The measurement technique of
velocity and contour of different movable targets is discussed. Target detection and
velocity measurement system for a single target, bi-directional moving targets and
multiple targets are explained. The relative variations of the velocity for other external
factors are realized.
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In Chapter 6, the practical velocity measurement for a test car is performed. Different
scanning surface areas of a test car are selected to demonstrate the effective
property of the car surfaces to detect the velocity, contour, and length of the car.
Finally, a complete present status, data sheet and ratings of the new pulse radar
velocity meter are also given.
In Chapter 7, conclusion, further improvements and future work are presented.
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Laser Radar Basics
In this chapter, the background of the laser beams and the properties of targets are
demonstrated. The theoretical and mathematical concepts of laser radar are described
for the ranging of objects. Moreover, it is also a keen criterion to develop mathematical
concepts, computational technique and an analytical scheme to describe the desired
performance of the radar system. For instance, keen concepts are basics to develop
the hardware and software of radar system. At the end, the international rules and
regulations for the commercial uses of laser systems are described.
Moreover, the backgrounds of the laser radar sensor system can be found in [27-31].

2.1 Radar Range Equations
In general for radar system, the target identification is evaluated from the precise range
detection and from the properties of received signals. The radar emitted signal is
specified by the properties of the electromagnetic wave propagation. The
electromagnetic wave propagation can be replaced by the radar equation [32, 33] as
2
⎛ Ρ G ⎞ ⎛ σ ⎞ ⎛ πd ⎞
Ρr = ⎜ t 2t ⎟ . ⎜
.
⎟ .ηat .ηsys
⎟⎜
⎝ 4πr ⎠ ⎝ 4πr 2 ⎠ ⎜⎝ 4πr 2 ⎟⎠

(2.1)

where Ρr is the received signal power, Ρt is the transmitted signal power, r is the
range of target in meters, d is the aperture diameter in meters, ηat is the atmospheric
transmission factor, σ is the radar cross section, ηsys is the laser system transmission
factor and Gt is the transmitter gain.
The pulsed laser radar sends a laser pulse train in a certain direction to detect the
targets. The detection of target, whether it is static or moving, is considered to be the
evaluation of discrete point detections. Every sample of detection can be considered as
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the range of target, as shown in Figure 2.1. The range of target is represented by r ,
and it can be represented as

r=

cot
2

(2.2)

where for the pulse laser radar system with TOF principle, the time t is the required
elapsed time for a laser pulse transmitted from the transmitter, reflected by the target
and received by the receiver. If the target is in r distance from the transmitter and from
the receiver, then the time t means the EM wave travels twice the r distance at the
light velocity of co (light velocity in vacuum is 3 × 108 m/s). Actually, the EM wave
propagation velocity in air medium is depending upon the weather condition and
temperature, and it will be described in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.1 PRF and time ambiguity of pulsed radar.

The maximum range of laser radar represents the maximum distance of a target from
the radar at which detection is possible. From Figure 2.1, it can be easily evaluated that
the target must be between the time ( t prf = 1/ PRF ) of two discrete radiated pulses due
to pulse repetition frequency. Therefore, for any position of target, if the time difference
between transmitted laser pulse and received pulse is t , then the maximum time ( tmax )
must be less than or equal to t prf in order to fulfil the detection criteria without
considering other ambiguity factors. The maximum range ( rmax ) without ambiguity can
be represented as
rmax = co t prf 2 = co (2PRF )

8
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Ideally, the detection of target is considered from the detections of all point targets as
shown in Figure 2.2. In case of the discussed application, the detection of target is
considered as extended target, because the spot size of the laser beam is larger than
point target. Therefore, the reflected signal detected by receiver is from the extended
surface of target.

Figure 2.2 Schematic of the detection of point target.

In case of point target: The point target [34] is smaller than the transmitted beam
footprint (see Figure 2.2). The scattering area [radar cross section (RCS) of target] is
σ = 4πρT Αt Ω [35-37], where ρT is the target reflectivity, At is the target surface area,
and Ω is the scattering steradian solid angle of the target. The scattering area of point
target ( σ ) can be assumed as constant because of the surface area of target Α t is
constant. The receiving power in (2.1) has no dependency on the target scattering area
( σ ). From the range equation (2.1), it can be represented as the receiving power is
reciprocal proportional to the fourth power of range
1
r4

Ρr ∞

(2.4)

In case of extended target: The surface area of target is larger than the incident laser
beam area. The entire incident laser beam is involving in the reflection from target
surface, as shown in Figure 2.3. The scattering area of a target ( σ ) has direct
influences on the receiving power in (2.1). The received signal [38] has range square
dependency. From the range equation (2.1), it can be represented as the receiving
power is reciprocal proportional to the square of range
Ρr ∞

1
r2
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of extended target detection.

The targets under consideration are extended targets. However, the reflectivity of
targets depends on the surface properties of the targets. For instance, mirror type
targets have specular reflection and diffuse type targets have larger scattering
reflection. They are described as:
(a) Mirror type target: The target redirects the incident wave toward the radar system as
shown in Figure 2.4. In typical mirror targets, the probability of reflected wave
distribution associates with their specular facets [39]. Such targets follow the law of
reflection, where the angle of reflection is equal to the angle of reflection.

Figure 2.4 Reflectivity of mirror type target. Specular reflection.

(b) Lambertian target (diffuse target):

Figure 2.5 Reflectivity of diffuse target. Large scattering reflection.
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A pure diffuse target has a large scattering field due to the granular surface properties
of the target [40]. For a completely nonspecular surface, the reflected light will spread
over a hemisphere as shown in Figure 2.5. Since the reflected light spread over as a
hemisphere, therefore the scattering steradian angle will be equal to 2π.
The diffused target with specular spots refers to the standard target in radar technology
as shown in Figure 2.6. The scattering diffuse target (Lambertian target) has a reflection
with a solid angle of π steradian. The reflectivity varies with the colour of the surface [41,
42]. In our case, the target is considered as a diffused target with specular spots. For
instance, the vehicle body has metal surface, and the surface colours of vehicles are
different. Therefore, the reflectivity of the vehicle surface is depending on the vehicle
surface colour.

Figure 2.6 Scattering reflectivity of diffuse target with specular spots.

2.2 Weather Effects
The radiated laser light pulses are reflected, redirected, diverted, and absorbed.
Those are nominally influenced by noise sources [32, 43, 44]. The weather effect is
another most considerable external noise on laser radar system. The rain, fog, snow,
temperature and sunlight are considered as weather effects and they directly influence
the performance of the laser radar system.
In raining condition, the detection probability decreases proportionally to the amount of
raindrop in per unit area, since it scatters the laser beam drastically [45].
Fundamentally, the signals with noises are detected by the detector with different
ranges of the targets. The noise signal due to rain can be evaluated and extracted by
using a sensitive time control (STC) unit on the signal processing module [46]. The
functions of the STC are to evaluate and to extract the noise signal due to rain.
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In foggy weather, the transmitted laser beam is scattered but the effect is less than with
rain or snow, and it is easy to extract by using STC. The correlation principle can be
used to reduce the noise effects due to rain and fog, and it is described in [45].
During snowing, if it is light snowing it is possible to solve the problem by STC. But if it
is heavy snowing than it is very difficult to extract. Therefore, during heavy snowing the
developed laser system is recommended to be used under a bridge. More details on
laser radar emplacements are reported in Chapter 3. Moreover, the beam scattering
due to bad weather (rain, snow, fog and dust) is also depending on the pulse width of
the transmitted laser beams [47, 48]. The effect of bad weather is less on ultra-short
laser pulses than short laser pulses (for example, millisecond pulse width), and
therefore, in this work, ultra-short laser pulses (picoseconds) are used.
The sunlight decreases the detector signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, and in case of sun
within 10 degrees of the laser beam the radar can become blind [49]. Therefore, the
laser radar placement should not be within 10 degree to the sunlight. To avoid the noise
signal due to sunlight, the laser radar system can be placed in opposite direction to the
sun. The reduction of noise signals can be controlled by using matched optical filter in
the receiving optics, more details are given in Section 4.5.2.

2.3 Laser Safety Regulations
There are several standardizations concerning the design and application of sensor
systems, and they are regulated by international, national and regional basis. The
varieties of laser systems are widely spreaded into the area of applications. As a result,
it is categorized according to the laser exposure characteristics. For the safe use of a
laser system, they are standardized according to its maximum permissible exposure
(MPE) power for its operating wavelength and its exposure time. The MPE has been
established in order to protect human beings from any hazardous laser radiation. It is
mentioned that the laser safety standard was published in 1984 by International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) named IEC 825 [50]. The standard IEC 825 has
been updated several times and later on it has valided in 2001 as IEC 60825-1:2001
[1], and the German version in [51]. The European standard EN 60825-1 [52] is
equivalent to IEC 60825-1 and applies throughout the European Union (EU). Latest,
IEC standard is revised by IEC 60825-1:2007 [53]. The commercial uses of laser
sensors are classified according to IEC 60825-1. It is also reported that the class-1
laser has lowest energy exposure, and it is commercially used to prevent any risk. In
12
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this research work, a class-1 Gallium-Arsenide (GaAs) laser diode is used with an
operating wavelength of 904 nm (see, Section 4.2). The laser radiation may damage
the human body if the secured limit is exceeded. But, on human eyes and on skin the
laser radiation effect is stronger. The eyes are vulnerable to laser radiation from about
400 nm to 1400 nm [54, 55]. For eye safety, the safe MPE for class-1 laser for the
wavelength (λ) of 700 nm to 1050 nm is represented in Table 2.1. The correction factor
are used as

C 4 = 100.002(λ − 700)
C6 = 1

(2.6)
for α < αmin

= α / αmin

for αmin < α < αmax

= αmax / αmin

for αmin < α < αmax

(2.7)

where α is the critical angle from the laser source to the eye, the minimum critical angle
is αmin [54, 55], and it is αmin = 1.5 microradian for t < 0.75s and αmin = 2t 3 4 for

0.75s ≤ t < 10s . The maximum of critical angle is αmax , and it is αmax = 100
microradian for the eye.
Table 2.1 Eye safe MPE for class-1 laser ([1, 54])
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Double-Beam Laser Radar Concept
In this chapter, the theoretical and analytical background of the double-beam laser
radar system for vehicle velocity measurement is explained. The properties of pulse
radar velocity meters are described. The theoretical part includes the pulse laser radar
system and the velocity measurement systems. The correlation between radar system
and target velocity are demonstrated. The analytical part includes the functions to
represent the pulse radar as velocity meter. The influencing factors, limitations and
ranges of the developed laser systems are given.
It is already mentioned in this research work that the laser radar with two parallel beams
is used to detect the precise velocity of moving targets such as for vehicle with its
contour, length, range and moving direction. The used two splitted parallel laser beams
have similar optical characteristics. The reason of using two splitted parallel beams has
two basic backgrounds. First, the target can be detected from the known laser beam
separation distance. Second, it can achieve the precise accuracy on velocity
measurement by evaluating the correlation of both detector signals.
Two high-sensitive photodetectors have been placed parallel with both laser beams to
detect the vehicles and moving targets. Therefore, the developed laser radar can be
deployed in different ways as shown in Figure 3.1. Two emplacements of this laser
radar system for velocity measurement are the horizontal direction to mobile target
plane and the vertical direction to a mobile target plane.
In the horizontal placement of the laser radar system, both laser beams are parallel
to the ground plane and toward the side plane of moving targets such as vehicles,
shown in Figure 3.1(a). The radar system can be installed in a car. In Figure 3.1, it is
shown that two detectors D1 and D2 measure the time Δt to cross both parallel laser
beams by any target. The parallel separation between both laser beams is realized at
28.8 cm. More details are reported in Chapter 4. In case of urban road and highway,
the arch of a road curve for two laser beams can be considered as straight line,
14
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therefore, the laser system as vehicle velocity measurement can also be placed on
the curvature of a road and a highway.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1 Emplacement of laser radar: (a) horizontal, and (b) vertical to the moving targets.

In the vertical placement of the laser radar system, both laser beams are perpendicular
to the ground plane. Most possible placements of the radar system can be under a
bridge as shown in Figure 3.1(b). For the efficient measurement of velocity, both laser
beams and the target direction are to be in the perpendicular plane. For example, for
vehicle velocity measurement the vehicle direction is just perpendicular to both of the
laser beams as shown in Figure 3.1(b).

3.1 Legal Margins and Errors on Velocity Measurement
It is often a remarkable limit of the application of a measuring instrument due to the lack
of measurement accuracy. Fundamentally higher accuracy of the measuring device
insists of a higher acceptance of that device. The measuring result should not be
beyond the specification in order to achieve the reliable performance. For instance, the
measurement error of the velocity measurement system for vehicles is also limited,
and in Germany it is regulated by the German norm [56]. The regulation of velocity
can sometimes vary, and the variation ranges are depending on the speed limits.
According to the German norm, the maximum error ranges allowed for vehicle
velocity measuring devices at traffic system are represented in Table 3.1 [56] as
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Table 3.1 Margin of allowed error in traffic system ([56])
Actual Velocity (vr) in km/h

Margin of Error (Δv)

Less than 100

Less than 3 km/h
The ratio of Δv v r should be less than 3%

More than 100

However, there are several causes of errors on velocity measurement by using a
pulse radar system. The fundamental causes are reported in the following sections.

3.2 Start-Stop Velocity Measurement System
The fundamental way to measure the velocity of moving targets by using the analysed
radar system is the simple start-stop approach. In the start-stop system, the radar
counts the number of detected pulses from the reflected pulses by moving targets. For
detecting the specific target (such as vehicle) velocity, the counting of scanning pulses
is just started when that target enters the first laser beam. The counting is just stopped
when that target go-out from the second laser beam, as shown in Figure 3.2. Very
simply, two splitted parallel laser beams have a specific separation distance and it is

Dr . For known Dr , the counter records the time from the detected start pulse up to the
time of detected stop pulse. Therefore, the velocity of the target can be measured from
the counting of received pulses and it represents the time differences of start-to-stop
pulses. For instance, a target with a velocity of v is intercepted any of start beam and
the same time radar has begun to receive reflected pulses by the target. Meanwhile,
the radar has also begun to count the number of scans ( Nn ) until the receiver has
received the stop detected pulse (last pulse) from that target. Now, due to the fixed
pulse repetition frequency ( PRF ) of the radar, the measured time ( tm ) can be
described as
tm =

Nn
PRF

(3.1)

Ideally, if the target crossed the laser beams perpendicularly as shown in Figure
3.2(a), then the measured velocity by start-stop would be
v=

Dr
Δt
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Moreover, practically the targets might not be crossed 100% perpendicular to the
laser beams, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). Therefore, the distance that the target has
crossed can be denoted as Dt , and it can be described as
Dt =

Dr
sin β

(3.3)

where β is the angle between the directions of target to laser beams as shown in
Figure 2.4(b). The angle β can be described as
tan β =

Dr
Dd

(3.4)

where Dd is the difference of target ranging distance has detected by first and
second detectors. However, the angle β can be measured from the contour of
moving targets, and it has been reported in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6. From the
measured time tm and the known laser beam separation distance Dr , the measured
velocity ( v m ) of moving target by start-stop system can be represented for the
direction of β as

vm =

Dt Dr .PRF
=
tm Nn sin β

(3.5)

For the target travelling perpendicular to direction of laser beams then sin β = 1, and

Dt can be considered as Dr . As a result, the measured velocity from (3.5) can be
rewritten as

vm =

Dt Dr Dt .PRF Dr .PRF
=
=
=
tm tm
Nn
Nn

(a)

(3.6)

(b)

Figure 3.2 Velocity measurement by parallel beam laser radar: (a) perpendicular to target, and (b)
angular direction to target.
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Error Due to PRF in the Start-Stop System: The velocity measurement
based on the start-stop system is functioning with the measurement of detected laser
pulses and the time to take to cross both laser beams by the moving target. In start-stop
system, the maximum error can be occurred when the target (vehicle) crosses the two
beams just after a laser pulse has emitted. In Figure 3.3, the start and the stop pulses
are described as Pl and Pr, respectively. In start pulse counting, the laser pulse of 2Pl in
the starting laser beam does not detect the target and it detects by the pulse 3Pl. The
same error can also occur in the case of the stop pulse, and it may not detect the pulse
2Pr and it detects the pulse 3Pr. As a result, the maximum time error can be counted
[57] as
terr ,

max

= 2t prf = 2 PRF

(3.7)

Again, it can be pointed out that the error due to pulse repletion frequency (PRF) in
start-stop system is lower at higher repetition frequency. But, pulse repetition
frequency cannot be very high because it should not be the case of exceeding
permissible limit of MPE [52]. More explanation about the limitation of repetition
frequency and the characteristics of laser transmitter is described in Chapter 4. On
the other hand, the error level can be reduced by using very fast photodetection
technique, and it will be described in Section 4.4 and Section 5.2.

Figure 3.3 Start-stop measurement errors due to repetition frequency.

In (3.5), it is described that the measured velocity by start-stop system is represented
as vm = Dt tm . If the time t is needed to cross both laser beam with distance Dr ,
then the velocity v r can be rewritten as
v r = Dr t
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Now, if Δterr (difference between exact and measured time) is the error time, which
introduced the error velocity of Δverr , then (3.8) can be written as

vr ∓ Δverr = Dr

(t ± Δterr )

(3.9)

Therefore, from (3.8) and from (3.9), it can be written as

Δverr
Δterr
=
vr
t ± Δterr

(3.10)

The maximum of the error velocity can occur for the maximum time error in the startstop system, which is Δterr ,

max

= terr ,

max

= 2 PRF . From (3.9) and (3.10), the

maximum error of velocity yields
⎛ Δverr ⎞
2v r
=
⎜
⎟
⎝ v r ⎠max 3.6Dr .PRF + 2v r

(3.11)

From Table 3.1, for vehicle velocity of v r ≤ 100 km/h, the error velocity Δverr should
be ≤ 3 km/h. In this case, (3.11) becomes
Δv =

2(v r )2
≤ 3 km/h
3.6Dr .PRF + 2v r

(3.12)

It follows that
2(v r )2 − (3 km/h) × 2v r
Dr × PRF ≥
3.6 × (3 km/h)

for

v r ≤ 100 km/h

(3.13)

Again from Table 2.4, for a vehicle velocity of v r > 100 km/h, the ratio of error velocity
should be Δverr vr ≤ 0.03 . In that case, (3.11) yields
Dr × PRF ≥ 17.96v r

for

v r > 100 km/h

(3.14)

From (3.11) and (3.12), it can be noticed that the lower the vehicle velocity, the lower
is the error level. Therefore, this laser radar system can also measure very low
velocity compared to a Doppler radar. In this work, the separation distance of both
laser beams was primarily chosen as 28.8 cm due the easiest feasibility of installing
all laser radar modules (see Chapter 4). The functional and acceptable range of
pulse repetition frequency for the measurement of precise vehicle velocity system is
represented in Figure 3.4 for the laser beam separation distance Dr = 28.8 cm. It is
demonstrated that higher pulse repetition frequency is better to evaluate velocity
precisely within allowed MPE.
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Figure 3.4 PRF and velocity ranges. It includes the maximum permissible errors.

3.3 Contour of Moving Targets
The precise velocity measurement system has been given much priority due to the
ability to ease the prediction of vehicle velocity and identification also in heavy traffic
congestions. Meanwhile, it is highly demanding to evaluate the types of a vehicle
along with its velocity. Due to traffic regulations, there are different speed limitations
for different types of vehicles, and it has increased the safety in the traffic system.
Fundamentally, the classes of vehicles have been separated according to their load
capacity and their surface dimensions. There are six major groups of vehicles
reported by Hobson, Roe and Hawley [58], and they are represented in Table 3.2.
Now, if the velocity traffic radar system is also able to precisely detect the classes of
vehicles and ranging along with their velocities, then it will also be possible to know
the vehicles infringes and their existing speed limit. The differentiation of velocity
allocation and existing velocity can easily be identified, and it is very useful
information for the road traffic planers. It is well known in traffic system, to alleviate
the traffic congestion the interested information is the types of vehicles and the
running velocities of those vehicles [57].
Table 3.2 Six major groups of vehicles ([59])
Types of

Motor-

Vehicle

bikes

Length (m)

2

Cars

3.2 to 5

Light Goods

Medium Goods

Heavy Goods

Tracks

Tracks

Tracks

5 to 8

8 to 11

11 to 20

20

Buses
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From the developed pulse laser radar system, it is easily possible to detect the
length, height and contour of mobile targets along with the velocity, especially of
vehicles; they are briefly represented in Chapter 5 and in Chapter 6.

3.4 Measurement of Vehicle Length
The length of a moving target can easily be detected by using the information from
any of the detector laser signals. Moreover, by using the information from any of the
two laser beams, the system can determine the length of the vehicle. If the radar
system counts the number of detection from a moving target to cross both parallel
laser beams the length of the moving target can be evaluated. For a certain pulse
repletion frequency ( PRF ), the measured length Lm of the moving target can be
represented as

Lm = vmtm =

v mNn
Dr
=
PRF (t )2
m

(3.15)

where Nn is the number of detected laser pulse, and tm is the measured time to
cross both laser beams by target.

Error on Length Measurement: From the error time of (3.7) and the length
measurement of (3.15), the maximum error of target length ΔLerr can be described
as
ΔLerr =

2v r
3.6PRF

(3.16)

There are also some reasons of error on length measurement such as laser beam
width, rise time, temperature effect. However, those factors are related to radar
system development. Therefore, there influencing factors are governed by the radar
development reported in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.

3.5 Measurement of Vehicle Contour
As it is discussed the double beam laser radar can measure in horizontal and in
vertical direction to the moving target. Therefore, two dimensional horizontal and
vertical contours also can be measured by this laser radar.
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Figure 3.5 Contour measurements on vertical direction.

In case of contour measurement from vertical direction, the system can measure height
and length of the target. However, to measure the height and vertical contour of
vehicles this laser radar should be vertical to the vehicles (targets) direction, as shown
in Figure 3.5. Now, if the required time of laser pulse reflected from the ground is tg , the
required time of laser reflected pulse from the vertical-surface of vehicle is tvpt , then the
time difference between tg and tvpt represents the height of the vehicle surface per
measurement. By the radar detected vehicle velocity v m , the travelling distance of
vehicle for each scanning can be described as
dsn =

vm
PRF

(3.17)

Therefore, if the received number of scanning pulse from vertical direction of Nvn is
detected from the vehicle, the detected length of vehicle Lmvc by using vertical contour
can be presented as
Lmvc = dsn Nvn =

v m Nvn
PRF

(3.18)

Similarly, the height of vehicle for each measurement Hmpt (height of moving target)
can be presented as
Hmpt =

(

co t g − tvpt

)

2

(3.19)

The vertical contour of that vehicle (moving target) Hvmt can be described as an
envelope signal for Nvn number of scanning and for each scanning travelling
distance of dsn as

Hvmt (n ) =

Nvn

∑ ⎣⎡dsn (n ).Hmpt (n )⎦⎤ =

n =0

⎧⎪
co . ⎡⎣tg (n ) − tvpt (n )⎤⎦ ⎫⎪
d
(
n
).
⎬
∑ ⎨ sn
2
⎪
⎪⎭
⎩
n =0
Nvn
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where n = 1, 2, 3, ....., Nvn and Hmpt (n) is measured heights of nth scanning.

Figure 3.6 Contour measurements on horizontal direction.

In case of contour measurement from horizontal direction, the developed laser radar
system can measure the length and the horizontal contour of moving targets. The
system emplacement is shown in Figure 3.6. For a vehicle (or any moving target)
which intercepts the laser beams, the required time of laser reflected pulse from each
measurement of the point horizontal-surface of vehicle is represented as thpt . With
the target velocity v m , the distance travel of each scan is described as

dhn = vm / PRF . From the detected number of scanning pulse in horizontal direction
(Nhn ) , the length by horizontal contour ( Lmhc ) of the moving target can be
represented as
Lmhc = dhnNhn =

v m Nhn
PRF

(3.21)

Now, if the ranging distance of each measurement of horizontal-surface from target is
rhpt , then it can be described as
cothpt

rhpt =

The minimum distance of moving target can be represented as rhpt ,
minimum detected time of thpt ,

min

(3.22)

2
min

from any

in (3.22) for the detected Nhn number of scanning

from that moving target. The horizontal contour of the target of Whmt is an envelope
signal from Nhs number of scanning and for each scanning travelling distance of

dhn , and it can be described as

Whmt (n ) =

∑{

Nhn

n =0

dhn (n ). ⎡⎢rhpt (n ) − rhpt ,
⎣

}

⎤
⎥
min ⎦

⎧
co . ⎡thpt (n) − thpt ,
⎪
= ∑ ⎨dhn (n). ⎣
2
⎪
n =0 ⎩
Nhn
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However, for better resolutions of radar detected signals, the received signals can be
averaged on several discrete signals. As it is a pulse laser radar system, the system
will count all detected signals for each scanning. Most of all reflected pulses will be
from the front surface panel of the desired moving target. Therefore, simply by
evaluating all received signals from the surface contour of the moving target, the
radar system will be represented the two dimensional form of height or width (from
vertical and horizontal measurement plane, respectively).

3.6 Velocity Measurement Using Measured Contours
By using the temporally taken contours of the radar system from both detectors, the
precise velocity of vehicles such as moving targets can be evaluated. To perform the
precise velocity from both contours, the correlation of both time signals is preferred.
By correlation, the precise detection time that the vehicle takes to run the base
distance Dr between the two laser beams is obtained from the superimposition of
both contours, as shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Precise velocity measurement from target contours.

In correlated signal, detected time signals of every point targets from first detector are
cumulatively conjugated with every point targets of second detector as represented
by the equation (with a temporary variable

R X ,Y ( ) =

Ntn

)

∑ X ⎡⎣(n −

)t prf ⎤⎦ × Y (nt prf )

(3.24)

n =0

where ( RX ,Y ) is the correlation signal of both detected contours, X (n) is the n -th
sample of first detector, Y (n) is the n -th sample of second detector, and Ntn is the
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total number of scanning taken by the radar system in the measurement. The
correlation of both detector signals (3.24) have the maximum time tcrr ,

max ,

and it is

the point of maximum correlated signal as shown in Figure 3.7. The time tcrr ,

max

is

precisely same as the time difference of both detected contours. The maximum of
RX ,Y is obtained as R X ,Y ,
represented as tcrr , max =

max

for

maxt prf .

=

max

. The maximum difference of time can be

Since the distance between both parallel laser

beams Dr is fixed (see Section 3.2), so the measured velocity by using correlation
( vcrr ) can be described as
vcrr =

Dr
tcrr , max

=

Dr
maxt prf

(3.25)

Error on Velocity from Measured Contour: The temporal detected contours
from both detectors are correlated to evaluate the precise velocity. Therefore, in this
case, the maximum temporal error may occur when one detector has measured the
contour length twice more than other detector. It may happen due to the mismatches
of photoeceivers, and it can be identified from the error in length measurement.
However, such error can be found out if the numbers of detected laser pulses are not
the same. The system can be designed to extract the photoreceivers mismatches.
For instance, it can be seen from Figure 3.7 that the maximum of the correlation time
can be displaced by t prf , and it may cause the maximum error on time based contour
measurement. From Section 3.2, it can be demonstrated that the error is exactly half
from the start-stop system. Moreover, since the whole contour is used to correlate for
the velocity evaluation, therefore, the accuracy of this method is not only depending
on the first detected signal.
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Double-Beam Laser Radar Realization
In this Chapter, the realized laser radar system and its main system components are
described. Afterwards, the complete system is characterized, and measurement
results are discussed.

4.1

System Overview

A block diagram of the analyzed pulse laser radar system is depicted in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Schematic block diagram of the developed pulse laser radar.

The laser radar system mainly consists of the following modules:
-

Laser transmitter

-

Photodetector (in each measurement channel)

-

Optical system

-

Control unit

-

Receiver down-converter
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The laser transmitter generates and emits picosecond laser pulses. The
photodetectors should have the same characteristics in order to achieve the
synchronized photodetection technique. The broadband high sensitive avalanche
type photodetectors are used to convert the optical signals to electrical signals (O/E
converter). The optical system comprises the transmission optics and the reception
optics. The transmission optics is used to split-up the laser beam into two parallel
beams. The reception optics is used to filter the unwanted noise signals and to
produce the micrometer focus point for the receiving echo pulses on to the active
area of the photodiodes. The control unit is used to control the pulse repetition
frequency of the laser transmitter. It also generates the synchronized reference pulse
for the laser transmitter and for the sampling units. The down-converter converts the
fast electrical signals from the photodetectors to slow down for further signal
processing. Finally, the radar signals are analyzed and programmed for detecting the
moving target such as vehicle velocities (see Chapter 5).
The radar system is synchronized by a control unit [2], and it is operated at a
repetition frequency of 37.5 kHz. The repetition frequency controls the triggering of
the avalanche current pulse generator. The avalanche current pulse is used to
generate powerful short laser pulses from the used single-heterostructure laser diode
of type LD-62. In the transmitter optical system, the combination of two biconvex
lenses is used to produce the laser beam with similar aperture, and this beam is
splitted into two laser beams by using an optical beam splitter. These two laser
beams are used to measure the contour of the moving targets as shown in Figure
3.1. Part of the reflected pulse echo is detected via the receiving optics by the
photodetectors. Two reference signals are also coupled out from the transmitted
laser beams, and they are directly focused on both photodiodes via optical fibers.
The broadband biasing circuit is used to activate the photodiode and to transmit the
optical to electrical (O/E) signal for further signal processing. Finally, the received
signals from both photodetectors are down-converted by using time-extended
sampling principle [2]. They are amplified to perform further signal processing. The
time interval between the reference signal and the measured signal is proportional to
the ranging distance of moving target. The time differences from both reference and
detected signal are used to detect the moving targets (vehicle). By evaluating time
significant points from the measured signals, it is elaborately possible to evaluate the
2D contour of the movable targets and their velocity.
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4.2 Radar Transmitter
As a module of the pulse laser radar system, the laser transmitter is considered as the
core module to be developed. The characteristic of the laser transmitter determine the
overall performance of the radar system. The laser transmitter comprises a pulse
generator to stimulate the SH AlGaAs-GaAs laser diode of type LD-62 in a gain guided
Q-switching mode [59-70]. The laser diode (LD-62) chip was manufactured by Laser
Diode Lab. Inc., USA. Meanwhile, the fabrication of single-heterostructure laser diode
has been stopped, and only double-heterostructure laser diodes are manufactured
because of their higher temperature stability. In this case the modulation of the highly
dynamic carrier injection principle can not be applied because the heterojunction barrier
cannot be severely influenced. Nevertheless, the fabrication of single-heterostructure
laser diodes is very simple and cheap, so that, in a given case, fabrication can be
restarted. The avalanche transmitter is a bipolar transistor [71], and it activates the laser
pulse generator [72]. The avalanche pulse generator and the laser spikes generator are
considered as the radar transmitter.

4.2.1 Realized Laser Transmitter
The realized laser transmitter has a load capacitor CL of 470 pF, as shown in Figure
4.2. The resistance RM is chosen as 0.5Ω for the measurement of the pumping current.
The trigger signal is taken from a pulse generator in the control unit; see Figures 4.2(b)
and 4.2(c).
The cross sectional view of the SH GaAs LD-62 laser diode is shown in Figure 4.3(a).
The light emitting active area is 2.032 μm×152.4 μm of the p-GaAs area of the laser
diode. The fundamentals of SH laser diodes are found in [64], [73-76]. The laser pulses
induced are based on the extremely fast and strong carrier injection into the active area
of the laser diode operating in a Q-switched mode [70]. The lasing operation is
controlled by the supply voltage Vcc and by the trigger signal. Under rated operating
condition, moderate carrier density is injected into the active area of the laser diode. In
this case, the index profile of asymmetric optical waveguide and especially the pnjunction are not sufficiently decreased. At very high pumping current pulse, the high
concentration of carriers decrease sharply the refractive index properties and attribute a
negative value contribution of the real part of the refractive index. As a result, high
carrier injection has suppressed the commonly observed laser mode indicated by the
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dotted line in Figure 4.3(c). Further increase of the pumping current pulse still increases
the carrier density in the active region. It can change or suppress the optical refractive
index in such a way that the laser can be radiated as a powerful and very short single
laser pulse with a shorter wavelength [72]. Whereas, the maximum rated radiant optical
power is only 6W [77], and the peak power has achieved 450W in this work.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.2 Laser transmitter: (a) Picture, (b) circuit diagram, and (c) layout of avalanche pulse generator
with integrated laser diode LD- 62 [70].
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4.3 Laser diode LD-62: (a) Schematic structure with active area of 2.032 μm ×152.4 μm, (b)
simplified band structure of LD-62, and (c) refractive index profile [70].

4.2.2 Experimental Characterization
A laser transmitter, already available in the department of HFT, was used for generating
the high power picosecond laser pulses [78-80]. This laser transmitter comprises a
bipolar power transistor operating in avalanche characteristics with a discharging
capacitor CL of 470 pF and a load resistance RM of 0.5Ω. Measurements have been
performed to evaluate the laser pulse properties and the effects of external parameter
variation on the laser pulses. To demonstrate the characteristics of the laser transmitter,
principally the behavior of optical laser pulses is considered.
The block diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.4. A 20 MHz pulse
generator (HM 8035, Hameg) with 5V peak produces the trigger pulse. The supply
voltage VCC and current ICC are measured by digital multimeters (Voltcraft ® GS 6520).
The photodetector model v1002 (60 GHz, 3 dB, power conversion rate 2 mV/mW) from
the company of New Focus Inc., UK, with a Schottky diode is used to convert the
optical signal to an electrical signal [81] (O/E converter). The output of the avalanche
transistor circuit stage [see Figure 4.2(b)] is connected with sampling scope head HP
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54124T via 60 dB attenuator and 170 cm long coaxial cable (UT 85). The Schottky
photodiode in the photodetector is connected to the laser diode (LD-62) via a multimode
optical fiber (50 μm diameter, 190 cm long). The photodetecter is connected to the
sampling scope via RG coaxial cable (RG 58A) with 35 cm length and 40 dB attenuator.
The reason of using attenuators is to tackle failures of any components in the
measurement system. The operating temperature of the laser diode [70] is controlled by
a Peltier element (temperature controller).

Figure 4.4 Measurement setup for laser transmitter characterization.

The light intensity, bandwidth of the laser pulse and temperature are very important
functions to evaluate the characteristics of laser pulses by using O/E converter.
Therefore, the selection of the photodetector is very important because it may produce
a distortion of the signal wave shape. The use of a 60 GHz Schottky diode with high cut
off frequency (fmax ≤ 25 GHz) assures the detection of distortionless impulses. In
addition to the Schottky diode, the measurements can also be performed with fast MSM
photodiodes. Both types of photodiodes are working within the linear range, but MSM
photodiode has higher temperature non-linearity [70, 82].
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.5 (a) Measured pumping current pulses. The low injection current pulse with Imax = 16.8 A,
rise time 2.69 ns, fall time 4.09 ns, pulse width 7.24 ns (FWHM) at the supply voltage VCC of 239V.
The high injection current pulse with Imax = 39.2 A, rise time 2.26 ns, fall time 2.35 ns, pulse width
4.02 ns (FWHM) at the supply voltage VCC of 310V. (b) Measured stimulated low injection and high
injection optical laser pulses. At low injection, the laser pulse generated Ρmax = 13.7 W, t r = 832.0 ps,

t f = 5.06 ns, and t d = 3.08 ns. At high carrier injection, the laser pulse generated Ρmax = 371.5 W,
t r = 28.2 ps, t f = 121.0 ps, and t d = 32.30 ps.

Based on the measurement, it is evaluated that the pulse repetition frequency has no
significant effect on the characteristics of the laser transmitter. The measurements
are performed simultaneously from a pulse repetition frequency of 1 kHz to 40 kHz.
However, it is also evaluated that the avalanche breakdown action begins at the
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supply voltage of 239V. At the supply voltage of 239V, the measured current
amplitude is 16.8A and the pulse width (FWHM) is 7.24 ns. The current pulse is
increased further by increasing the supply voltage, for instance at 310V. At the supply
voltage of 310V, the current pulse peak is 39.2A and the pulse width is 4.02 ns
(FWHM), as shown in Figure 4.5(a) and Figure 4.5(b). It is realized that at a lower
supply voltage, the carrier injection into the active area of the laser diode is not strong
enough to produce a substantial negative contribution of refractive index. As a result,
the laser diode has also produced a laser pulse with a peak value of 13.7W; see
Figure 4.5(b). A further increase of the supply voltage has induced stronger and
sharper laser pulses. The strong carrier injection into the laser’s active area has been
produced by gradually increasing the pumping current pulse. From the measurement
result, it is evaluated that the laser diode emits an optimum pulse at the supply
voltage of 310V. In this case, the pumping current pulse peak of 39.2A has produced
an optical peak power of 371.5W. The measured laser pulse parameters for the
supply voltage of 310V are: Optical peak power Pmax = 371.5W, rise time tr = 28.20
ps, fall time tf = 121.0 ps and pulse width td = 32.30 ps (FWHM). It has increased the
rated optical power by a factor of 62 for an operating temperature of 23°C.
It can be demonstrated that, at a lower supply voltage, the charge carrier velocities
are mostly insufficient to produce the complete avalanche multiplication action. As a
result, the free carrier charges still exist in the active area of bipolar devices such as
in BJT transistor (Tr). At a higher supply voltage, the electron-hole pair recombination
process is drastically increased. The breakdown at a higher supply voltage is near to
being saturated, which implies that the possibility of existing free carrier charges on
the active area is approximately zero [82-84]. Such circumstances can be
approximated as a very high carrier injection. In high carrier injection, the injection
current is 2.5 times higher than the low injection current, as shown in Figure 4.5(a).
As a result, the laser pulse (371.5W) generation at a high injection current is
drastically increased, and it is approximately 27 times higher than the low injection
laser pulse (13.7W), shown in Figure 4.5(b). From the measurement samples, it has
also been realized that the laser pulses are not significantly increased with a growing
supply voltage VCC above 315V. This is because of the saturation occurred, and
there is no significant amount of carriers free to take part in the recombination
process.
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It is also realized that the delay of laser pulse radiation also changes with the change in
the pumping current injection pulse. The cause of the delay time changing on the laser
pulses is dependant on the time of the carrier recombination process. For instance,
more free charge carriers still exist in the active area of LD-62 at the lower current
injection pulse. As a result, the carrier recombination process becomes faster at the
higher pumping current injection process, and which is recombined for faster laser
pulse generation. Therefore, the delay time of the laser pulse generation decreases for
a faster carrier recombination process, and consequently it also produces the short
laser impulses.

Relationship of Laser Impulses and Operating Temperature: The
temperature variation of the injection current pulse is given in Figure 4.6(a), and the
reaction of the optical pulse is shown in Figure 4.6(b) for the supply voltage VCC of
310V. It is observed that the laser pulses are varied with the change of temperature.
The laser impulses are decreased with the increase of temperature. The reason for
this is that the increase of temperature increases the loss of photon energy at the
laser diode. As a result, the peak of optical pulse decreases at higher temperatures
as shown in Figure 4.6(b).
It is observed that the delay time of the current pulse is decreased with the increase
of temperature; see Figure 4.6(a). The delay time of the current pulse is decreased
by 0.40 ns for the temperature increase from 17 °C to 28 °C. The reason is the
increasing of thermal energy at higher temperatures, and it has increased the carrier
velocity. But, in case of the laser pulse, the delay time is increased by 0.55 ns for the
temperature increase from 17 °C to 28 °C, see Figure 4.6(b). The reason for the
additional time delay in the laser pulses is the increase of photonic energy loss at a
higher temperature. At higher photonic energy losses, the additional time is needed to
recombine the same carrier charge in the LD-62 laser diode. As a result, at the higher
temperature the delay time is increased and the peak value of the laser pulse is also
decreased.
The measurement results of Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b) show that the temperature
variation should be controlled to minimize the uncertainty of laser system performances.
Power control and relative signal processing technique can be the effective solutions to
minimize the temperature effects on laser sensor performance.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.6 Measured (a) variation of current pulse due to temperature changes at supply voltage of
310V, and (b) corresponding changes of laser pulses.

Nonlinearity and Temperature Effects: In order to carry out the analysis, it is
important to evaluate the variation of the optical pulse characteristics due to the
change of supply voltage and laser diode temperature. From the measurement result,
it has been evaluated that for supply voltage in the range of 239V to 270V, the
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characteristic curves are strongly nonlinear. This is due to the beginning of the
avalanche breakdown voltage. Therefore, the supply range is reported here from
270V to 325V.
The relative peak value change of the optical pulse is presented in Figure 4.7(a) as a
function of supply voltage VCC for different constant temperatures and in Figure 4.7(b)
as a function of temperature for different selected supply voltages VCC. From those
relatively compared illustrations, it is clear that the temperature variation on peak
power plays an important rule up to 310V. The nonlinear variation due to the
temperature changes is not significant at the supply voltage of 310V; see Figure
4.7(b). Above 315V the nonlinear variation is again relatively higher than 310V, as
shown in Figure 4.7 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7 (a) Peak of optical pulse as a function of biasing supply voltage VCC, and (b) peak of optical
pulse as a function of temperature T °C.

The pulse width (FWHM) of the optical pulses is presented in Figure 4.8(a) as a
function of supply voltage VCC for different constant temperatures, and in Figure
4.8(b) as a function of temperature for different selected supply voltages VCC. It is
realized that the pulse width (FWHM) is nonlinearly decreased with the increase of
supply voltage. From Figure 4.8(b), it can be seen that the variation of pulse width
(FWHM) for the change of temperature are mostly significant up to 310V, and above
320V it is again highly nonlinear. The highest nonlinear variation is again observed at
supply voltage of 270V, and it is because of the beginning of avalanche breakdown.
The dependencies of the rise time of optical pulses are presented in Figure 4.9(a) as
a function of supply voltage VCC for different constant temperatures, and in Figure
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4.9(b) as a function of temperature for different selected supply voltages VCC. From
Figure 4.9(a), it is realized that the rise time decreases with the increase of supply
voltage, and it has nonlinear variation with the changes of temperature. But, at the
supply voltage of 310V the nonlinear variation is about 1.4 times less than that at the
supply voltage from 270V to 325V. In Figure 4.9(b), it is also presented that the
variation of rise time for the changes of temperature are mostly significant up to
310V, and above 320V the nonlinear variation is again increased. The most
significant variation is also realized at the supply voltage of 270V. Therefore, it can be
abstracted, by considering the optical peak power, pulse width (FWHM) of the laser
impulse and the rise time, that the best selection of supply voltage would be 310V.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 (a) FWHM of optical pulse as a function of supply voltage VCC, and (b) FWHM of optical
pulse as a function of temperature T °C.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9 (a) Rise time of optical pulse as a function of supply voltage VCC, and (b) rise time of optical
pulse as a function of temperature T °C.
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Evaluation of Transmitter Parameters: The average optical power of the
laser transmitter is measured by using an optical power meter (Model 66XLA from
Photodyne Inc.). It is evaluated that the increase of pulse repetition frequency ( PRF )
has also increased the average optical power because more optical power is radiated
per unit time. The average optical power Ρav is the numerical integration of the
optical pulse train Ρ( t) over the pulse duration time τd . With a pulse repetition
frequency ( PRF ) it can be presented as
τd

∫

Ρav = PRF Ρ(t )dt

(4.1)

0

According to the measurement results (see, Figure 4.10) and [70, 72, 84], it is
demonstrated that higher average optical power is radiated with higher pulse
repetition frequency, and it can also be realized from (4.1). The pulse repetition
frequency should be controlled in order to ensure the eye-safe operation of the laser
diode [53]. The average power (4.1) is proportional to the pulse repetition frequency
[70] for a laser system.

Figure 4.10 Relation between PRF and optical average power.

The temperature effects on the optical power ( Ρav ) is higher in higher pulse repetition
frequency; the relative variations of the optical power are shown in Figure 4.10.
Fundamentally, the peak value of collector current ICC does not change with the
change of temperature from 17 °C to 30 °C, see Figure 4.6(a). But, at higher pulse
repetition frequency the impedance of the LD-62 laser diode varies with the
temperature [70, 72]. Therefore, at a pulse repetition frequency of 40 kHz the
temperature variation is most significant. As a result, at 40 kHz the average optical
power is decreased from 520 μW to 380 μW for the temperature increase of 17 °C to
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30 °C. In contrast, at 4 kHz it is decreased from 55 μW to 42 μW, as shown in Figure
4.10.
It is already realized in Section 3.2 that the velocity error is lower for higher pulse
repetition frequency. Therefore, the choice of the pulse repetition frequency selection
should be as high as possible to obtain precise velocity measurement. Moreover, the
exposure of the laser pulse train due to higher pulse repetition frequency must not
exceed the allowed MPE limit of class-1 [53]. The MPE of class-1 laser emission for a
wavelength of 904 nm is equal to 0.988 mW. For the evaluation of vehicle velocity up to
500 km/h a minimum pulse repetition frequency of 30 kHz is evaluated (see Section
2.4). Introducing additional factors for precise measurement of the vehicle velocity, the
repetition frequency has been chosen as 40 kHz. The generated maximum average
optical power of the developed laser transmitter is 525 μW for 40 kHz, and it is
approximately half of the allowed MPE according to [44]. Therefore, for PRF = 40 kHz,
the developed laser radar is eye-safe and classified as a class-1 laser system.

4.3 Control Unit
The function of the control unit is to synchronize the timing signals for the radar
transmitter and for the sampling modules. The synchronized reference of the
repetition pulses for the transmitter and sampling unit are used to eliminate the time
difference error on sampling techniques. Three output signals are generated, and
these three synchronized trigger pulses have a pulse repetition frequency of 37.5
kHz, as shown in Figure 4.11. This pulse repetition frequency is set to utilize the high
bandwidth of sampling data acquisition and higher accuracy in velocity measurement
techniques within safe operation [53] of a laser system. The design and simulation
are performed with SPICE and the circuit is fabricated on FR4 substrate. The
measurement of the output pulses is performed by using an Agilent Oscilloscope
54641A (350 MHz) and with CAT-1 (TT-MF312, 1.2m long, 600V) probe connectors.
The frequency control is provided by a quartz stabilized oscillator of 20 MHz. This
frequency is converted to 37.5 kHz by two frequency dividers. They are frequency
divider A and frequency divider B, as shown in Figure 4.11(b). The operation of the
frequency divider A is functioning with high-speed Si-gate CMOS devices, where two
counters are functioned. They are a ripple counter and a decade counter, and they
are used to produce a selectable pulse repetition frequency from 26 kHz to 6.66
MHz. There are three outputs from decade counter 74HCT4017 as shown in Figure
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4.11(b). The output signals from the decade counter are taken for producing the
synchronized pulse repetition frequency signals for the avalanche pulse generator
and the sampling units.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.11 Pulse generator of the control unit (PRF = 37.5 kHz): (a) circuit diagram with the size of 8 cm
× 8.5 cm, fabricated on FR4 substrate, and (b) schematic functional block diagram.

In this circuit module, first, the 20 MHz signal from the quartz oscillator is fed into a
12-stage binary ripple counter 74HCT4040 [85] and it has a single stage propagation
delay of 8 ns. Second, the output of the ripple counter is feed into a 74HCT4017
decade counter (with 10 decade outputs) [86]. The output pulse of frequency divider
A with active high has pulse width of 500 ns (FWHM) and PRF of 3.33 MHz. For
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producing the pulse repetition frequency for the avalanche pulse generator, the first
output signal from 74HCT4017 is again fed in high-pass filters after series buffering
and amplifying by 74HCT4049 [87]. The high-pass filter is differentiated to positive
and negative pulses. At the end, the differentiated signal is again fed into a
74HCT245 bi-directional transceiver digital logic IC device [88]. It has produced the
pulse repetition frequency with sharpening pulse [53], and it is denoted by signal a in
Figure 4.11(b). The signal a is with a pulse repetition frequency of 37.5 kHz. It is
measured at the fabricated circuit port 1 as shown in Figure 11(a). The measured
characteristics parameters of signal a from port 1: Amplitude of 5.40V, rise time
(10% to 90%) of 10 ns, and pulse width of 30 ns (FWHM), as shown in Figure
4.12(a). This output signal is used for triggering the avalanche laser transmitter, as
depicted in Figure 4.11(b).
Another output signals from the frequency divider A (after 74HCT4017 decade counter)
are fed in a frequency divider B and in a fast RC generator, as shown in Figure 4.11(b).
The input signals of the frequency divider B and in the fast RC generator are buffered
by using hex inverting shifter 74HC4049. The output of frequency divider B (after
second ripple counter 74HCT4040 Si-gate CMOS IC) is 20 Hz. It is the input of the slow
RC generator and it is denoted by signal b. The charging time constant for the fast RCgenerator τ f is 260 ns. For the slow RC generator the characteristic constant τs is 360
ms. Output signals from both RC generators are fed into a comparator (NE521) [89].
The delay slope of the output signal of the comparator is shifted in time at each clock
signal and the resulting time shifting is relative to the synchronized frequency sampling.
For τ s >> τ f , it can be presented according to [2] as

Δt ≈ Tf × τf τs

(4.2)

where Δt is the system time resolution, which is 19.2 ps. Tf is the time period of the
fast RC generator. The output signal of the comparator has been fed to high-pass filters
to generate positive and negative pulses. The differentiated positive and negative pulse
signals have been fed into a 74HCT245 bi-directional transceiver. It has produced the
signal e, shown in Figure 4.11(b), according to [90]. The signal e is also with a pulse
repetition frequency of 37.5 kHz, and it is measured from fabricated circuit port 2. The
characteristics parameters measured from port 2 are: Amplitude of 4.95V, rise time
(10% to 90%) of 10 ns, the pulse width (FWHM) is 29 ns, as shown in Figure 4.12(b).
This trigger signal will be used for the sampling unit.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 Measured trigger signals of the control unit: (a) trigger signal for laser transmitter (peak
value: 5.4V, rise time: 10 ns), and (b) trigger signal for the sampling unit (peak value: 4.95V, rise time:
10 ns).

The third output signal from frequency divider A (after 74HCT4017 decade counter) is
fed into the inverting buffer CMOS IC. This is an inverted trigger signal and it is
measured from the fabricated circuit port 3, in Figure 4.11(a). The trigger signal delay
between transmitter and analog to digital (A/D) converter is measured to be 50 ns,
and it is used to evaluate the output sampled pulses from sampler. Moreover, this
signal will be the reference signal for analog to digital (A/D) converter.

4.4 Radar Receiver
The block diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 4.13. Since two receivers are
used in this laser radar system, two photodetectors are used with same properties to
detect the optical signals. They are used to convert the received optical powers to
electrical signals. The APD series of APD230 type diode chips are taken from Silicon
Sensor Int. [91]. The APD230 photodiode has high gain spectral responsivity (50 A/W),
low noise dark current (0.6 n/A) and very low optical power detection [noise effective
power (N. E. P.) typically 10-14 W/Hz1/2] for M = 100 at 800 nm. The function of the
photodetector is to detect the ultra-short laser signal with rise time of 28 ps, pulse width
of 32 ps (FWHM. Therefore, high sensitivity and broadband photoreception system is
necessary to detect the optical signals without distortion. In these circumstances, the
avalanche photodiode (APD) is providing the highest sensitivity [92-96]. Moreover, the
APD is also operated at high frequency. It has higher gain and higher conversion rate of
optical signals to electrical signals than MSN photodiode and PIN photodiode [92].
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Figure 4.13 Block diagram of the developed photodetector circuit. The APD230 chip is mounted on a
50Ω SMA female connector with cathode grounding.

There are two parts in the photodetector as shown in Figure 4.13. They are the APD
photodiode, and the biasing circuit network. The APD photodiode is used to detect the
optical signals and to convert the optical signal into electrical signals. Therefore, it
functions as an O/E converter, see Figure 4.13. The biasing circuit network is used for
biasing the photodiode and transmitting the O/E converted signals from the photodiode
to the receiver downconverter for further signals processing. Since different targets
have different reflectivities, the reception of the laser pulse from targets will vary from
target to target. Therefore, the broadband biasing circuit is necessary to perform the
detection in wide varieties of targets. The characteristics of designed and fabricated
biasing network are reported in Section 4.4.1. The photodiodes (APD230 chip) are
mounted and fabricated on 50Ω SMA female connectors. The reason of choosing the
50Ω SMA female connector to fabricate the APD chip is to reduce the parasitic effects,
and it is also reported in Section 4.4.2. The characteristic signal responses of the
developed broadband photodetectors are demonstrated in Section 4.4.3.
As shown in Figure 4.13, bypass capacitor Cb of 10 nF is used to bypass the AC
oscillation from the power supply. It is also used to produce the spurious free DC
supply voltage Vaa for the biasing network. The decoupling resistance Rd of 22 kΩ
is used to control the current flow of the APD diode. The blocking capacitors Cl1 and

Cl2 with a value of 330 pF and 330 pF, respectively, are used. Therefore, the
effective blocking capacitive value is 165 pF. The blocking capacitors isolate the RF
signal from high voltage DC supply voltage Vaa . The reason for using two blocking
capacitors in series is to reduce the risk of capacitor failure and to avoid any damage
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of the sampling scope. For example, it has secured measuring instruments and
sampling devices from high voltage overloading.

4.4.1 Design and Fabrication of Bias Network

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.14

Broadband and high voltage bias network: (a) fabricated biasing circuit on Teflon

substrate with area of 10.5 × 17 mm2, and (b) measured transmission and reflection coefficients.

The high supply voltage is needed for the avalanche operation of bipolar transistors
and diodes [76, 91]. To detect very short laser pulse [rise time 28 ps, pulse width
(FWHM) 32 ps] the photodetector have to be also very fast system. Therefore, the
lumped elements of the biasing network have to function also at high voltage and
high frequency. But at high frequency, the parasitic effect is the main obstacle to
design a broadband biasing circuit. Eventually, high frequency devices rated lumped
elements are not designed for operating at high voltages. Therefore, intensive
simulation and design are used to develop the biasing circuits. The biasing circuit is
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designed and simulated by advanced design system (ADS) [97]. The SMD chip type
lumped elements are used to minimize parasitic effects. Input and output matching
networks with 50Ω microstrip lines are used to achieve the broadband properties of
the biasing network, as shown in Figure 4.14.
The designed biasing circuit is fabricated on Teflon substrate with a relative
permittivity of 2.51 [98] in hybrid technology [99-105] and circuit substrate size of
2

10.5× 17 mm . The APD input impedance and the RF output impedance of the
biasing circuit network is matched to 50Ω. The fabricated biasing circuit block is
shown in Figure 4.14(a), and the measurement result of the S-parameter is
presented in Figure 4.14(b). The anode terminal of the APD device is connected to a
coaxial 50Ω SMA female connector. The RF output signal is taken from 50Ω load RF
out terminal of the fabricated bias network as shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14(a).
From Figure 4.14(b), it is evident that the transmission loss is less than 0.8 dB up to
10 GHz, and from 10 GHz to 13.5 GHz it is less than 3.0 dB. The reflection loss from
the APD terminal to the RF output terminal with 50Ω load is less than –15 dB up to
13 GHz. Therefore, it is evaluated that the operating frequency range of the bias
network is from 0 to 13.5 GHz. Moreover, this broadband biasing network is
operating and functioning up to 300V. Finally, two biasing circuits are developed with
the same ratings.

4.4.2 Fabrication of APD Chip on SMA Connector
Direct bonding of APD230 chip (shown in Figure 4.15) on inner conductor of 50Ω
SMA-connector is a fast choice to achieve photodetectors characteristics with less
parasitic effects. The 50Ω connector is chosen because of the biasing network output
which is equivalent to 50Ω. The SMA connector is taken to have the broadband
frequency range, and it is functioning from DC to 18 GHz. The parasitic effects are a
drawback factor to the fabrication of high sensitive (50A/W) devices like APD230 chip
on the device housing. The bonding wire characteristics and used device mounting
have to be designed and fabricated with special care. In micrometer (the diameter of
active area is 230 μm and the chip diameter is 760 μm) chip devices (APD230),
micrometer changes of bonding wire on mounting surface can be the cause for the
failure of device functions. According to [91], the APD230 chip size is 760 × 760 μm2,
the chip raster size is 800 × 800 μm2, the diameter of the active area is 230 μm, and
the rise time is 180 ps. The cathode ring dimension is 75 μm. The separation
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between the cathode ring and the anode surface is only 24 μm. The types of bonding
and housing have to be analysed to improve the photodetector characteristic
response. Therefore, the bonding is done to the cathode ring to the brass ring
surface as shown in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17. The anode is connected to the
inner conductor of the used SMA connector with the APD chip backside potential.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15 APD230 photodiode: (a) chip surface with active area with diameter of 230 μm, and (b)
circuit symbol.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16 APD230 chip placed on SMA connector: (a) cross sectional view, and (b) 3D view.

A brass ring with 7 mm outer diameter and 1.8 mm inner diameter is fixed on the
SMA connector to bond the APD230 cathode terminal, as shown in Figure 4.16. The
inner surface diameter (1.8 mm) of the brass ring is evaluated to optimize the
distance from the APD chip to the brass ring conduction. The reason is to reduce the
inductive effect between APD230 to the brass ring. The 13.5 GHz bias network is
terminated with a 50Ω SMA female connector. It is selected to connect with anode of
APD-230 via SMA housing. Therefore, the 50Ω SMA male-male adapter is necessary
to connect the biasing circuit with APD photodetector. Approximately 2 mm long gold
wires with diameter of 25 μm are used to bond the APD chip to the brass ring, as
shown in Figures 4.16 to 4.18. The characteristics of the bonding gold wires can be
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equivalently described by inductive-capacitive (L-C) passive circuits. The bonding
wires are tested for series and tangential connections to the APD with the brass ring
in order to reduce the parasitic effect on the bonding. The series type bonding is
considered as the bonding of gold wire on cathode ring with zero degree phase shift
to the bonding point on brass ring (see, Figure 4.17). The tangential type bonding is
considered as the bonding of gold wire on cathode ring within 90 degree phase shift
to the bonding point on the brass ring (see, Figure 4.18). The conductivity of the gold
wire bond is 4.55 ×107 S/m. The cross-sectional view of the bonded APD230 chip on
50Ω SMA female-connectors is shown in Figure 4.16(a). The bonded APD chip on
SMA housing is shown in Figure 4.16(b).

Reduction of Parasitic Effects: The separation between the cathode ring and
the anode surface is only 24 μm, as shown in Figure 4.15(a). The diameter of the
used bonding wire is 25 μm. Therefore, a very important point of concern is to
evaluate the bonding type on cathode ring, since its diameter is only 75 μm. The
series bonding is presented in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17 Series gold wire bonding of APD230 chips with brass ring. Bonding wire diameter is 25
μm.

It is given in Table 4.1 that the series bonding with one wire has 5.8V less peak
response and rise time 50 ps higher than the one wire tangential bonding in Figure
4.18(a). Therefore, the tangential wire bonding is considered as the preferable
bonding. But, the number of tangential wires directly influences the characteristics of
the photodetector. Measurements have been performed to evaluate the effect of
different combinations of wire bonding on the APD characteristics; it is reported in
Section 4.4.3. It is also realized that the placement of the bonded wire on the cathode
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ring is very important, it should not overlap on the APD surface (active area or in
cathode ring to anode surface). The bonding wire overlapping on APD surface has
reduced the efficiency of APD characteristics parameters.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.18 Tangential gold wires bonding of APD230 chips with brass ring: (a) one tangential wire
bonding, (b) two tangential wire bonding, (c) three tangential wire bonding, and (d) four tangential wire
bonding.

Different numbers of tangential bonding wires for APD contact is presented in Figure
4.18. Four types of bonding conditions have been analyzed: one wire, two wires,
three wires, and four wires. The comparison of the bonding effects are given in Table
4.1. Every measurement is taken four times for ensuring the results given in Table
4.1. Furthermore, for each measurement four APD230 chips are taken into
consideration. Since the optical excitation is measured, the optical excitation power
should be precisely the same to perform such measurements. To have a unique input
of optical excitation to APD all compared data are presented for laser signals with an
optical power of 355W (peak). From the measurement, it is evaluated that the better
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APD response is within 160V to 230V bias range. The best response is found for
160V bias supply. Therefore, the output characteristics of the photodetectors are
presented for 160V bias supply in all following steps of representations.
From the measurement results, it has also been evaluated that two-wire bonding is
better than one-wire bonding. The four-wire bonding is better than any other bonding
(one-wire, two-wire and three-wire) and it has given a maximum efficient output of the
APD photodetectors. Fundamentally, the number of increasing bonding wire should
improve the device performances. In this case, the alignments of bonding wires are
also having effect to the APD performance. For instance, in case of three-wire
tangential bonding, the peak response is reduced by 5V and the rise time is
increased by 5 ps compared to the two-wire tangential bonding, as shown in Table
4.1. The possible reason is due to the different angular separation of three bonding
wires; they are 90, 90, and 180 degrees on the cathode ring, as shown in Figure
4.18(c).
Table 4.1 Comparisons of different bonding effect on APD responses.
Number of

Detected pulse

Rise time

Pulse width

Fall time

Bonding

peak

(ps)

(FWHM) time

(ns)

wire

(volts)

Series one wire

18.2340

152.60

560.50

3.2650

Tangential one wire

24.0324

102.50

490.42

2.4820

Tangential Two wire

40.3725

95.45

425.65

2.4596

Tangential Three wire

35.5623

99.10

460.80

2.4650

Tangential Four wire

47.8858

84.20

410.10

2.4230

(ps)

It has been shown that the type of bonding and the number of used bonding wires play
an important rule on the characteristics of the photodetector. Principally, the series type
of bonding should have better performances than the tangential bonding due to the
shortest bonding wire. However, this could not be obtained. In this case, the tangential
bonding has better responses than the series bonding. The reason is that the parasitic
effects is higher at series bonding, since the distance between the cathode rings and
the anode surface edge is only 24 μm. It has increased the parasitic effects during
series bonding because the distance between the bonding wire and the anode surface
is less than 24 μm, as shown in Figure 4.17. There are two reasons which were realized
during the series wire bonding. First, it was not possible to bond the gold wire on the
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cathode ring without overlapping on the APD active surface because of the very short
diameter. Second, the distance between the bonding wire and the anode surface was
very close compared with the tangential type wire bonding. As a result, tangential wire
bonding has dominated the efficient operation of APD output.

4.4.3 Measured Results
The characteristics of the developed photodetecter are presented in this section. The
reason for this measurement is to select the optimum bias dependant parameters for
the evaluation of the photodetector characteristics.

Figure 4.19 Block diagram of the measurement setup for the characterization of the APD device.

The measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.19. Different attenuators (20 db, 60 dB
and 50 dB) are used at the outputs of the measuring devices to prevent the
measurement instruments from any danger. The APD photodetector described in
Section 4.4.2, is functioning with a broadband biasing network (reported in Section
4.4.1). Pulse repetition frequency of 37.5 kHz is used to trigger the avalanche pulse
generator (APG) and the sampling scope. The avalanche pulse generator (APG) has
a bias supply V1,DC of 310V, and it has produced optical peak power of laser pulse
Ρopt , i of 355W using a LD-62 diode. The temperature of the LD-62 laser diode is
controlled by a peltier. The optical excitation signal for the avalanche photodiode is
taken via a multimode optical fiber (73 cm long, and core diameter of 125 μm) at a
temperature of 22 °C. The APD is activated through the bias network supply of V2,DC.
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The measured avalanche breakdown of the APD230 (active area is 0.042 mm2)
photodetector has been found to be 148.2V at a temperature of 22 °C. It is illustrated
in Figure 4.20(a). The specified breakdown voltage at the data sheet of the company
(Silicon Sensor GmbH) is within 120V to 190V [91]. The measurement of breakdown
voltage can be used to realize the impact ionization of electrons and holes, the
avalanche multiplication length, the charge density on the active zone [106]. Here, it
is used to measure the current and to protect the device from destruction due to high
current [107]. Moreover, it is also practically used for selecting the operating range of
APD.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.20 Measured response of the APD-230 photodetector: (a) avalanche breakdown, and (b)
pulse response for different supply voltage.

It is observed that the change of current versus supply voltage is stronger at higher
bias voltage, especially after breakdown, as shown in Figure 4.20(b). The reason is
due to the increase of electron velocity and electric field, and they have increased the
avalanche multiplication. The increase of current is measured up to 225V, but after
230V it is again decreased. The decrease of APD characteristic response after 230V
is illustrated in Figure 4.21. Therefore, for further increase of optical excitation power
after complete avalanche breakdown, the probability of carrier recombination is not
increased. In this case, the existence of free electron and hole pairs are almost
approximately zero. Therefore, only the thermal effect is increased on APD. The
increase of the thermal effect is the reason of the decreasing of the photodetector
characteristic responses due to thermal loss. For instance, it is realized in rise time,
pulse width (FWHM), fall time of response as shown in Figure 4.21.
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It is also realized that at the beginning of the avalanche breakdown the characteristic
parameters of the APD such as rise time, pulse width (FWHM) and fall time are
strongly nonlinear. Above breakdown the characteristics parameters variations are
insignificant. The theory of APD nonlinearity is reported in [108-110]. However, for a
supply voltage (V2,DC) from 120V to 155V, the APD peak pulse response increases
approximately by 15V. For the supply voltage from 155V to 200V, the APD peak
pulse varies only by 3V. Again from supply voltage of 200V to 250V the APD peak
varies by 10V, as shown in Figure 4.21. Therefore, the stable operation of APD is
realized at the supply voltage range of 160V to 190V. The better operation of APD is
realized at 160V with respect to any other operating condition. The measured
characteristics parameters for supply voltage (V2,DC) of 160V are: Peak response
voltage of 48V, rise time of 84 ps (including the rise time of 7 ps of the used sampling
scope), pulse width (FWHM) of 410.10 ps, and fall time of 2.50 ns.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.21 Characteristics of the photodetector response: (a) detected peak voltage, (b) rise time,
(c) pulse width (FWHM) time, and (d) fall time.
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4.5 Optical System
In laser radar the optical system is used for laser light transmission and reception.
Therefore, the performance of the laser transmitter and the photodetectors are
directly dependent on the property of the optical system. The optical system of laser
radar has two parts: First, the optical transmission system for generating two parallel
laser beams, and second, the optical reception system for focusing the received
signals from targets. The block diagram of the optical system is shown in Figure 4.22.
In the laser transmitter, the laser pulse generator generates very short and high peak
laser pulses. The transmission optics first produces a laser beam which is then splitted
into two separate laser beams, as shown in Figure 4.22. The splitted two laser beams
produce two parallel laser beams (laser beam 1 and 2) by using 90 degree beam
deflectors (90° beam deflector 1 and 2). The reason of using one transmitter instead of
two transmitters is to synchronize both laser beams. Moreover, two splitted laser beams
from one laser generator can be easily synchronized. It has improved the system
accuracy by extracting the time errors nonlinearity of both transmitted laser beams.

Figure 4.22 Block diagram of the optical system.

The reception optics can be compared to the telescopic part in a laser radar system
[32, 55]. There are two optical reception systems as shown in Figure 4.22, and each
for first and second photodetectors (APD 1 and 2). The reception optics (optical filter
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1 and 2) filters the received laser signals and later on produces the micrometer
focused point (by focussing optic 1 and 2) on the APDs, see Section 4.5.2.

4.5.1

Transmission Optics

The combinations of lenses, beam splitter and mirrors are used in the transmission
optics to produce two parallel laser beams. The optical software SIGMA 2000 (from
Kidger Optics Ass.) [111] is used to design and simulate the optical system. The main
points of concern are the parallel laser beams adjustment, light intensity and spot
size of the laser beams with respect to the variation of distance.
It is evaluated that the combination of two biconvex lenses produce approximately
parallel laser beams up to several tenths of meters distance [57, 112]. It has produced
the laser beam with the highest resolution and with minimum aberration [57]. The
combination of planoconvex with planoconvex and planoconvex with biconvex lenses
could be an alternative solution. But, due to the design simplicity, both lenses are taken
as biconvex lenses. Broadband NIR antireflection-coated lenses (from Newport Ltd.)
are used to increase the transmission refraction efficiency (reflection less than 0.5%)
[113]. A schematic diagram of the laser beam generation is shown in Figure 4.23. The
first lens L1 with focus F1 and the second lens L2 with focus F2 are used with the
separation X 2 . The distance between LD-62 to first lens L1 is X 1 . The distance
between second lens L2 to point of measurement B is X d .

Figure 4.23 Schematic of the optical system for laser beam generation.

The beam divergence of the generated laser light is ±16 degrees from the LD-62 active
area [77]. With a given diameter of lens L1, the divergence has limited the distance
between laser diode to the first lens L1. So, it is a preliminary issue to place the first
lens as near as possible to have low loss laser output. The first imaginary focused point
is A because F1 is greater than X 1 , and it can be demonstrated as F1 ≈ X 1 + X 3 .
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According to the characteristics of biconvex lenses, if any light source is placed in the
focus point of a biconvex lens then it will produce approximately parallel light rays.
Therefore, the approximation of the placement of second lens is considered
approximately as F2 ≈ X1 + X 2 + X 3 . It is evaluated that if the sum of X 1 , X 2 , and X 3
is greater than F2 then the laser beam has produced another real focused image at the
point B. Now, if the sum of X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 is smaller than F2 then the laser beam
has expanded according to the distance of the point of B. Therefore, the sum of X 1 ,
X 2 , and X 3 is taken as just greater or equal to F2 in order to avoid the beam

expansion. To avoid the loss of the laser beam, it is the best choice to place both lenses
as closely as possible. From the optical system simulation and analysis, it is evaluated
that the selection of lenses with F1 > F2 and with smaller X 2 has produced the
Gaussian beam. Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave is produced [55] by the
placement of the active area of the laser diode and both lenses L1, L2 are in an axis at
zero angular positioning. The generated spot size is not the same along with the
distance variation of X d , but the variation is very low. For instance, the spot size is 6.6
mm at a distance of 1m. At a distance of 3m the spot size is measured as 6.54 mm.
The spot size is 6.56 mm at the distance of 10m. The simulated beam spot by using
SIGMA 2000 and the generated beam spot taken by CCD camera are shown in Figure
4.24. The laser beam intensity is realized as Gaussian beam and the highest light
intensity is in the centre of the laser beam.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.24 Transmitted laser beam spot: (a) simulated beam spot, and (b) generated beam spot at the
distance of 1m.

The optical transmission system is shown in Figure 4.25. The laser beam produced by
both biconvex lenses is splitted into two laser beams with a phase difference of 90
degrees. After splitting the beam from one laser transmitter LD-62, both laser beams
are redirected by using mirrors (mirror 1 and 2). Silver coated antireflection dielectric
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mirrors from Linos photonics Int. [114] are used to achieve a high reflectivity greater
than 99%. Finally both laser beams appear as parallel laser beams with a separation
distance of Dr , as shown in Figure 4.25.
To divide the laser beam a circular variable beam splitter [115] has been used. The
function of the beam splitter is like that of a mirror, and it reflects a portion of the beam
and lets the other portion propagate through it. The beam propagated through the beam
splitter is again redirected by 90 degrees by using a UV fused silica prism [116] (from
Linos Photonics Ltd.). By using UV silica mirrors 1 and 2 with silver coating, two parallel
laser beams are produced with the separation of Dr . The reason for further redirecting
the second laser beam by prism is to have the axial parallel position of both
photodetectors. It is done to cover a wide range of target detection and to avoid the
signal detection interferences.

Figure 4.25 Schematic of the optical transmission system.

The measured average optical radiated power emitted by the LD-62 laser diode is 510
μW, and it is measured by an optical power meter (Model 66 LXA from Photodyne Inc.).
This laser power is obtained for the avalanche pulse generator bias current of 7 mA
with the pulse repetition frequency of 37.5 kHz. It has also been evaluated that the
average optical power of laser beams 1 and 2 are equal (140 μW). Therefore, the sum
of both laser beams average optical power is 280 μW from 510 μW total emitted
average power. It is 230 μW less than the generated average power. So, the
transmitting optical system has a power loss of 2.6 dB. The loss is occurred for the used
transmitting optics, because of their refractive indexes and material properties.
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4.5.2 Receiving Optics
The optical reception systems are the telescopic part of each IR photodetector, as it
is reported in Section 4.4. The BK-7 optical lenses (From Newport Ltd.) are used
within the wavelength range of 380 nm to 2100 nm. Since the reflectivity varies from
target to target, the received laser signals will also vary. Moreover, the emitted laser
signal has a wavelength of 904 nm. However, the received signal (focused laser light)
should be highly inserted on the IR photodetectors active area to achieve the highest
response by the photodetection system.

Figure 4.26 Optical reception system: The reception optics for photodetector 1, and the reception optics
for photodetector 2.

The reverse principle of laser beam generation is used for the optical reception system
to focus the reflected signal from targets. The combinations of two biconvex and
planoconvex BK-7 series lenses are used for each optical detection system, as shown
in Figure 4.26. The optical axis of each optical system has to be coincided with the
emitted laser beam from both mirrors. The reason is to receive the laser beam only
from corresponding transmitted laser beam. It has also been achieved the maximum
detection range of photodetectors and omitted the cross interferences. Therefore, the
receiving optical lenses have to be placed on an axis for each photodetector. The first
lens of each optical reception system is placed just behind the transmitted mirrors to
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avoid the shadow from the transmitted mirrors on the receptor. To increase the
reception light power efficiency, a diameter of 50.8 cm is used for the first reception
lenses.
The optical reception system for photodetector 1 is shown in Figure 4.26. The first lens
L11 with a focus of F11 and the second lens L12 with a focus of F12 are used in this

system. The distance between the mirror and the first lens is X 11 , the separation
between both lenses is X12 and the distance between lens L12 and photodetector 1
(APD1) is X13 . The optical reception system for photodetector 2 is also shown in Figure
4.26. The first lens L21 with a focus of F21 , the second lens L22 with a focus of F22 are
used in this system. The distance between the mirror and the first lens is X 21 . The
separation between both lenses is X 22 . The distance from the lens L22 and
photodetector 2 (APD2) is X 23 . According to the paraxial formula the focus point of
both photoreception systems can be evaluated [117]. The focus point of first optical
reception system Fd 1 is presented [118, 119] as

Fd 1 =

1
1
X12
+
−
F11 F12 F11F12

(4.3)

The distance of X13 from lens L12 to APD1 is presented by the back focal length
(BFL) of the first photoreceptor, and it can be rewritten [118, 119] as
X 13 =

F12 (X 12 − F11 )
X 12 − (F11 + F12 )

(4.4)

Similarly, the focus point of second optical reception system Fd 2 is presented as

Fd 2 =

1
1
X 22
+
−
F21 F22 F21F22

(4.5)

The distance of X 23 from lens L22 to APD1 is presented as BFL of the second
photoreceptor, and it can be rewritten as
X 23 =

F22 (X 22 − F21 )
X 22 − (F21 + F22 )

(4.6)

From (3.4) and (3.6), it is presented that the sum of both lenses focus should be
higher than the separation between them. Therefore, the first lens is used as a
planoconvex lens with F11 > F12 and similarly F21 > F22 to achieve the smallest
separation between both lenses and optimum BFL to the photodetectors.
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4.6 Signal and Data Processing
In this section the radar signal processing unit is described. A 4 channel 40 Gsa/sec
real-time oscilloscope (DSO81204B, from Agilent Tech. Int.) is used to measure and
process the output signals from both APD outputs. It is presented in Figure 4.27.

Figure 4.27 Schematic of the sampling and data processing units.

In Figure 4.27, it is shown that Channels 1 and 3 of oscilloscope DSO81204B are
connected with the photodetectors. It is due to the internal coupling of the sampling
oscilloscope, Channel 1 and Channel 3 are used to perform the measurement. Channel
1 is connected to the output signal of the APD 1. Channel 3 is connected to the output
signal of the APD 2. Two 50Ω semi-rigid coaxial cables with the same length are used
to connect the APDs to the sampling scope. The reason for using the same length of
105 cm long coaxial cables is to calibrate the time delays of both receiver signals. It has
synchronized the reference signals from both detectors. As a result, it reduces the
measurement error due to time-distance shifting. The sampled and digital data from the
scope are transferred to the PC via a GPIB to a USB port converter (from Agilent tech.).
The functioning of the sampling scope is controlled with a PC by self-developed Matlab
programming software. Finally, in the PC, the received sampled data are analyzed by
using further developed software to evaluate the precision contour and velocity of
targets.
It has been idealized that the target detection time depends on the rate of scanning.
The number of average samples per measurement is directly related to the distance
measurement accuracy. If the number of measurement is increased then the scanning
speed is decreased. As a result, the accuracy of the measurement speed is also
decreased. Therefore, a compromise has been made to reduce the number of
measurement averages to increase the number of sampling point of scanning rate in
the data processor. Several attempts are made during the measurement of target
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tracking system. It is found that the substantial improvement is achieved by increasing
the memory depths of the data processor.
After evaluating the measurement performances by the real-time oscilloscope
(DSO81204B), the down-conversion process [2] with extended time sampling
techniques can be used. The data processing can be done using a 8-bit A/D converter.
However, the precise velocity of the target is evaluated from the received laser signals
from each scanning. The topology of the developed software for precise vehicle velocity
measurement is reported in Chapter 5, and the measurement of real time vehicle
velocity is reported in Chapter 6.

4.7 Characteristic Data of the Realized Radar System
At the beginning, the performance of the developed laser radar is analyzed by carrying
out the distance measurement for a diffuse target with ranging distances from 50 cm to
20m. The reason of choosing the largest ranging distance of 20m is that this laser radar
is developed to track the vehicle velocity up to four lanes range. Generally, the
maximum width of a street with four lanes is not more than 20m, according to German
norm [50]. Moreover, if the laser radar is installed under a bridge then the distance of
10m is sufficient ranging to cover the tracking range. Therefore, 10m range is selected
both for horizontal and vertical velocity measurement of moving targets (vehicles).
Finally, the optical system for laser beam development is improved to cover the
distance ranging up to 20m.
The typical optical signal detection by both photodetectors is presented in Figure 4.28
for a plane wooden block. The reflector is placed at 3.2 m in front of the laser radar. The
detected response of APD 1 is shown in Figure 4.28(a) and the response of APD 2 is
shown in Figure 3.28(b). It has also been measured for the detection range of up to
20m for the wooden block as reflector, and the detected responses are shown in Figure
4.28. The detected response of APD 1 is shown in Figure 4.29(a) and the response of
APD 2 is shown in Figure 4.29(b). The reference signals are carried out from the LD-62
laser diode to the APD230 photodiodes via 55 cm long (125 μm diameter) multimode
optical fibers. This measurement is performed for the laser diode bias of 310V at 20 °C,
and the APD bias of 160V for each photodetector. The measured reference pulse of
APD 1 has a peak value of 0.126V and a rise time of 110 ps. Moreover, the measured
reference pulse of APD 2 has also a peak value of 0.126V, rise time of 110 ps. The
detected peak response for the target (wood) distance at 3.2m is 0.125V, as shown in
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Figure 4.28. But, for the ranging distance of 20m the measured peak response is 30
mV, as shown in Figure 4.29. The reception signal for 20m is approximately 4 times
less than that for 3.2m. It is clear that the optical power receptions by the
photodetectors are decreased with the increase of target distance due to the scattering
effects. For longer distance the interference on the signal-to-noise ratio are much higher
than for shorter target distance, as a result, the signal detection is lower.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.28 Photodetector responses for a wooden block as reflector at 3.2 m ahead of the laser
radar: (a) the APD 1 response, and (b) the APD 2 response.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.29 Photodetector responses for a wooden block as reflector at 20 m ahead of the laser radar:
(a) the response of APD 1, and (b) the response of APD 2.

The normalized received signal responses of both detectors are presented in Figure
4.30. In Figure 4.30, it can also be recognized the shadow effect by mirrors on the
photodetectors for close target distance. It is realized for the target distances of 0 to
20 cm, the attenuation of detected responses are decreased. The reason is that the
reflected signals from target are mostly redirected by mirrors at near distance. This
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range can be considered as near field. After 20 cm distance, the received signal is
decreased with the increase of target distance. For the target distance of 20 cm to
150 cm the decreases of the detected signal is most significant. Again, from target
distance of 150 cm to 350 cm and for further distance the detectors responses are
decreased but not significant compared to the distance of up to 150 cm. After 20 cm,
the ranging can be considered as far field. At far field, the radiation term only exists
due to the classical photons [120]. In the far field, the normalized response relatively
decreases with the increase of target distance at the rate of 1/r2, see Figure 4.30.
Therefore, at the far field the normalized response can be presented as proportional
to 1/r2 of the target distance.

Figure 4.30 Normalized received responses of both photodetectors.

4.7.1 Optimisation of Signal Detection System
The laser radar is calibrated first to achieve the highest performance out of the
developed systems. At velocity measurement, several error sources interfere with the
measured signals. Errors on measured data are reported already in Chapter 2.
Moreover, it is very important to optimize, calibrate, and evaluate the laser radar system
before applying it in the measurement system. In this laser radar, the elimination of
laser beam interference and reference pulse synchronization are considered as major
factors influencing the accuracy of velocity measurement.

Elimination of Laser Beam Interference: The optical reception system of the
laser radar is designed to receive only the reflected signal by target from its
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corresponding laser beam, see Section 4.5. If in any case, the APD 1 detects the target
signal from laser beam 2 or APD 2 from laser beam 1 then it will produce the detection
interruption. The interrupted received signal from the targets is the cause of the laser
beam interference. Therefore, if there is any interfered signal from the other laser beam,
the measurement result will introduce an error to the system. It will be the reason for the
failure of velocity measurement. To make clear the effects of signal interference, the
measurement has been performed for up to the target distance of 25m. The 25m is the
distance from where there are no signals received by the photodetectors. The wood,
plastic (brown), and aluminum blocks are used as reflectors and targets. The different
reflectors are used also to examine the variation of reflectivity. The measurement has
been performed for every 50 cm step distances. The signal interferences for the target
angular rotation of 0 to 80 degree of vertical plane with respect to the radar system has
also been analyzed. From all planes of the measurement, no interference signal has
been observed. The reason is that the signal reflections from all the targets are only
detectable when they are on the same axis with the given photodetector. During the
photodetection system development, the focus plane of each optical reception system
and the active area of corresponding APD are intensively calibrated to achieve the
same axis between them. The calibration of the laser system (transmitter and receiver)
is performed by using lab instruments (from Photon Control Inc., Cambridge, UK).

Synchronization of Reference Pulse: The laser reference pulses to each
photodetector are taken via optical fibers from the transmitter. In the velocity
measurement system, the distance of the target is measured, and the processor unit
stores the corresponding time of scanning. For a homogenous medium, the distance of
the point target is a function of the characteristics of reference pulses. Now, if the
characteristic parameters of both reference pulses are different then the measurement
of scanning time per point target will also be different. As a result, it will introduce error
to the target (vehicle) contour measurement system. It will also introduce the nonlinear
error to the velocity measurement system. Moreover, if both reference pulses are
synchronized in order to achieve the same characteristics, then such error will be
discarded from the contour and velocity measurement system. Therefore, the
development of the optical fiber connection from the LD-62 laser diode to APDs has
introduced another major point of concern for pulse synchronization.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.31 Synchronized reference pulses: (a) first photodetector, and (b) second photodetector.

The SIGMA-2000 optical software is used for the design of the optical system. The
calibration is performed by the lab instruments (from Photon Control Inc., Cambridge,
UK) to produce the synchronized reference pulses. The measurement results of
synchronized reference pulses are represented in Figure 4.31. Both reference pulses
are measured at a time delay of 28.2 ns (10% pulse) with the rise time of 110.2 ps.
Normalized peak responses of both reference pulses have realized the same
characteristics. The 50 GHz sampling scope HP5214 is used to measure the
synchronized reference pulses. From the measurement, it is observed that the noise
level of photodetector 2 is 0.5% more than of photodetector 1 as shown in Figure
4.31. This is because of the differences in the photodetectors circuit system. It is
found that 20 mV is the noise level of photodetector 1.
The detection of moving targets by laser radar (with TOF principle) has a great issue
on the measurement time of detected pulses. The error may be raised because of
ambiguity on the expected measurement time. For example, changes of the time
significant points due to the amplitude variation of detected pulses. The preliminary
ranging errors of the laser radar are reported in [106, 109, 121]. The errors due to
photodetector response delay are reported on [77, 122]. Fundamentally, it depends
on the properties of the target surface. For instance, the detected signal pulse
amplitude is very much uncertain for a mirror-like surface as it has specular
reflection. But in the case of strongly defused type surfaces, the detected signal has
lower amplitude because of the scattered reflection.
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Therefore, to evaluate higher measurement accuracy, it is indeed necessary to correct
the shifting of time significant points. Since, the time significant points from detected
pulses are used to detect the target such as velocity.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.32 Variation of detected photodetector pulse responses: (a) variation of detected with target
reflectivity, and (b) expanded area.

Variation of Detected Pulse Amplitude: The detected signal amplitude
variations for the variation of target surface properties and geometries are presented in
Figure 4.32. The average of 64 samples is used to measure the received signals. The
targets are placed 3m ahead from the laser radar. The targets are aluminium, wood,
and plastic (brown) blocks. The highest peak pulse is obtained from the aluminium
block. The variation of the photodetector responses due to the variation of the target
reflectivity is shown in Figure 4.32(a). The expanded area of the detected responses is
shown in Figure 4.32(b). The detected pulse responses can be normalized, and they
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can be extended to have the same pulse amplitudes as shown in Figure 4.32(a).
Therefore, the time significant point of t 0 for the pulse response with highest peak, and
the time significant point of t n for the pulse response with lowest peak are becoming
very closer; see Figure 4.32(b). The measurement time error can be presented as

Δterr = (t0 − tn ) . From the measurement result, it is evaluated that the maximum
velocity error can be Dr / Δterr on start-stop system due to the shifting of time significant
point, see Section 3.2. For example, if the first detected signal time by APD 1 is t 0 and
the first detected signal time of APD 2 is t n then the detected error velocity will be

Dr / Δterr .

(a)

(b)
Figure 4.33 (a) Normalization of the amplitude of detected pulse responses, and (b) expanded area.

Normalization of the Pulse Amplitude Response: The errors due to the
time shifting of significant point detection can be reduced by increasing the number of
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measurement points of each measurement data. But, it will decrease the scanning
speed. As a result, it will also limit the velocity measurement range. Therefore, for
higher velocity detection it is not applicable. The normalization of the detected target
pulses is evaluated to reduce the measurement error. In this case, the amplitudes of
the detected responses from targets are equalized, as shown in Figure 4.33. The
normalized photodetector responses are shown in Figure 4.33(a). The expanded area
of the normalized detected responses is shown in Figure 4.33(b). Therefore, the rise
time of all normalized pulses has not changed more than 5% since the detected time
difference Δterr = (t0 − tn ) is negligible compared to Figure 4.32. Finally, the slope of
the detected pulses are approximated as equal. As the slope of detected pulse
responses becomes unchanged, the time differences of the points of measurement
are drastically reduced.

4.7.2 System Analysis and Distance Measurement
The accuracy of the modified laser radar system is analysed in this section. First, it is
carried out by performing the measurement of distance for a single target. Second, it is
carried out by measuring the differences of ranging-distance. The diffused target (wood
block) is placed at a distance range between 50 cm and 10m. Moreover, for the velocity
measurement of the vehicle, the preliminary distance is considered up to 10m. This
range is selected to avoid most of all other peripheral signal interferences on the
precise distance detection. At the single target measurement, the target is placed 100%
perpendicular to the laser beams. The target is also placed at the same distance but
with different angular directions to evaluate the distance differences (ranging-distance)
measurement. The angular variation is considered from 0 degree to 80 degrees. The
reason for single target distance measurement is to execute the accuracy level of
distance measurement and to evaluate the roughness of the target surface profile. The
reason for ranging-distance difference measurement is to evaluate the accuracy level of
vehicle velocity at the curve of a street.

Measurement of Distance Uncertainty: The distance measurement
uncertainty is presented in Figure 4.34 for the target ranging distance of 3.5 m. Each
point of distance is measured by using the measurement of 2 sample averages. Two
samples per measurement are taken to increase measurement speed. The distance
measurement uncertainty is obtained as 0.35 cm for both photodetectors. It is much
less than the requirement of the intended application of vehicle velocity measurement
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from vehicle (moving target) contours. From the measurement of the distance
uncertainty for different distances between 50 cm and 10m, it has been evaluated that
the measurement uncertainty has not varied within the selected range.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.34 Distance measurement uncertainty using average of 2 samples: (a) photodetector 1, and
(b) photodetector 2.

From the measurement, it is evaluated that the distance measurement up to 2 cm has
no significant effect on the measurement accuracy of target velocity, according to (3.18)
and (3.21). Since, the correlation signal from both detected contours will be used to
measure the velocity of the target in a correlation approach, see Section 3.3. The
detection time differences of both contours are used to measure the velocity in a startstop approach, see Section 3.2. Therefore, the used distance uncertainty of 0.35 cm is
well satisfying to detect the contours of moving targets such as moving vehicles.

Extraction of Angular Distance Difference: The accurate distance and the
extraction of distance differences of detected targets are very important to evaluate the
angular direction of the detected target. The accuracy of vehicle velocity for angular
directions is directly dependent on the angle of measurement. The angular direction β
to the perpendicular position of laser beam can be presented from the distance
variation as
β = tan−1 ( Dd Dr )

(4.7)

where the distance variation Dd is the difference of detected target distances between
the two photodetectors. For the distance measurement uncertainty of each
photodetector ΔDd , the approximation of point target distance variation for n number of
measurements can be approximated as
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Dd =

1 n ⎡
1
⎤
r2 (n) − r1(n) ± ΔDd (n)⎥
∑
⎢
n
2
⎣
⎦

(4.8)

n =1

where r1 is the target distance measured by photodetector 1. The distance r2 is
measured by photodetector 2 for a single target point at any angular direction of β , as
shown in Figure 4.35.

Figure 4.35 Differences of distance due to angular direction. (The target has only angular movement
from a fixed place).

The measurement uncertainty of beam distance ΔDr is occurred due to the variation of
beam spot size and beam resolution. The exact beam separation distance can also be
approximated for the n number of measurement as
Dr =

1
n

n

⎡
⎣

1

⎤
⎦

∑ ⎢Dr ,real ± 2 ΔDd (n)⎥

n =1

(4.9)

where Dr ,real is the expected base separation distance between the two laser beams.
The measurement of angular direction is approximated by using (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9).
100 measurements are taken for each angular position (from 0 degree to 80 degrees)
with a wooden block to evaluate the angular variation. It is found that the distance
measurement accuracy of angular direction is approximately 99%. It is described that
this approximation method will solve the error velocity due to the angular direction of the
vehicle for the developed laser radar with two parallel laser beams. As a result, it can be
demonstrated that the developed laser radar velocity measurement system can also be
used in the curvature of streets.
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In this chapter, the data processing techniques of precise velocity measurement
using the developed laser radar system are presented. The reproduction technique of
the target contour is also reported. By interpreting the received signals, the contour of
the target is obtained. The extraction of the developed software is also reported for
coding the sampled data for precisely representing the target contour and velocity.
Based on TOF principle, two methods of velocity analyses are demonstrated. They
are referred to the start-stop system and the correlation system. Both methods are
also used to realize the single tracking and the multi-tracking of targets velocity and
identification system.

5.1 Data Processing Approach
The received pulses from both detectors are finally processed to obtain the range,
contour and velocity of targets. The calibration of the receiving pulses, data selection
criterion, reduction of noise level, influences of external and internal factors are
considered for further processing of detected signals.
The schematic block diagram of the data processing approach is presented in Figure
5.1. At the beginning of the radar signal processing, the received signals are calibrated
to reduce the noises and to obtain the detection of threshold. After calibrating, a timecounter clock signal turns on for the measurement. The measured data are stored up to
t n in a temporary memory. The clock signal t reset is used to reset the clock counter.

After resetting the counter, it gets ready to start another measurement from time to .
The temporarily saved data are coded for further velocity analyses by self developed
software codes. There are two possibilities to represent the precise velocity. First, it can
be coded within the temporarily saved data. Second, the point targets distance can be
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tracked and, by correlation of mapping contours, the velocity can be analysed. Finally,
the measured velocities are computed by using the computer.

Figure 5.1 Block diagram of the data processing approach.

5.1.1 Calibration of Radar Signals
Before measuring the radar reception signals, a threshold of decisions have been
selected. In this case, if the peaks of received pulses are higher than the threshold of
decision, then the pulse signals are considered for further signal processing. In the
mean time, it is decided that the target is inside the detection range. On the contrary, if
the reception signals pulse peak is less than the threshold of decision, then it is
supposed that no target is detected. To make assure the level of threshold of decision,
a precise calibration is preformed. It has aimed that the radar system is designed to be
used in different environmental conditions. The signal detection by the laser system
also varies with the variation of external noise factors. The threshold of decision is
adjusted avoid the noises on the measurement proceeding. To calibrate the radar
system, the peak pulses are measured from each detector in absence of a target with
different background conditions. Finally, the threshold of decision is taken for each
detector. It is measured that the threshold of decision is a bit different (approximately
less than 1 mV difference) in both detectors. The reason is due to the use of two
different photodetectors and two separate optical reception systems. In order to
optimise the false alarm and detection probabilities, several tests have been conducted.
It has been found that 20 mV is the optimum threshold of decision (it is also found that
noise level is 15 mV). For further reduction of noises, it has also added more 1 mV to 10
mV with the threshold of decisions, and this is done depending on the background
environment of measurement place. Finally, the threshold of decision for detector 1 is
denoted as Vt1 , and the threshold of decision for detector 2 is denoted as Vt 2 for the
continuation of measurement.
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Measurement of Detected Signals

The block diagram of the radar signal measurement procedure is presented in Figure
5.2. The signals received by the laser system are first filtered by the two detectors.
The peak of computed amplifying electrical signals are compared with the threshold
value of decision (Vt1 and Vt 2 respectively).

Figure 5.2 Block diagram of the measurement procedure of radar signals.

Before beginning of the measurements, the counter is set to zero, i.e. the number of
measurement is zero ( n = 0 ). The time clock signal is also zero, i.e. the
measurement of clock time is zero ( t = t o ). The counter and the clock are turned on
if any of the received peak signal pulse is more than its corresponding threshold of
decision. As a result, the measurement is continued up to the last signal reception
from the detectors. The received peak pulse of the detectors 1 and 2 are Vp1 and
Vp 2 , respectively. Now, if detector 1 has detected the reception signal pulse first
which is greater than the threshold of decision, i.e. Vp1 > Vt 1 , then the measurement
is started. It has also sent a signal to turn on the counter and the clock. Both the
counter and the clock have performed the measurement up to the last signal
obtained of detector 2 for all Vp 2 > Vt 2 . The number of total measurement of n by
counter is presented by Nn . The time of total measurement is presented by tn . The
number of measurement Nn consists of the number of pulse detections, the number
of pulse detections from each target and the number of error signal detections. The
measurement time tn consists of total scanning time, elapse time per measurement,
scanning time per target and time difference between the reference pulse and the
detected pulses for each point target. The laser radar system is designed to detect
precisely the bi-directional target velocity. Therefore, if the first detected reception
signal pulse is detected by detector 2, and which is greater then the threshold of
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Vt 2 ,

decision

i.e.

Vp 2 > Vt 2 ,

then

it

has

also

started

the

measurement

correspondently. The measurement continues up to the last laser signal detection
from detector 1 with Vp1 > Vt 1 . After n number of measurements, the number of
detection N1d1 and its corresponding time of detection t1d1 are presented for first
detected target from the detector 1. Similarly, the number of detection N1d 2 and its
corresponding time of detection t1d 2 are presented for first detected target from the
detector 2. Therefore, for m number of targets, the detection matrix can be
presented as

[Nn , tn ] = f ⎡⎣( Nd 1, td 1) , ( Nd 2, td 2 ) ⎤⎦
=

f ⎡⎣{( N1d1,....,Nmd1) ,(t1d1,....,tmd1)},{( N1d 2,...., Nmd 2 ) , (t1d 2,....,tmd 2 )}⎤⎦

(5.1)

where the total number of measurements and corresponding time data are Nd1 and

td1 , respectively, from the detector 1. The total number of measurement and
corresponding time data are Nd 2 and td 2 , respectively, for the detector 2. The
number of measurements by the detector 1 for m-th target is Nmd 1 , and its
corresponding time is tmd1 . The number of detection by the detector 2 for m-th
number of target is Nmd 2 , and its corresponding time is tmd 2 . Moreover, the
measurement is performed to evaluate the target contour. The distance of the target
is determined from the time difference of the detected pulse and the reference pulse.
Now, for m-th target, the detection parameter for the detector 1 of Nmd 1 and tmd1 can
be presented as
Nmd 1 =

f d 1 ( Nmd 1, m , ΔNmd 1, err )

tmd 1 =

f d 1 (tmd 1, m , tmd 1, s , tmd1, d ,

(5.2)

and
Δtmd 1, err )

(5.3)

where (5.2) and (5.3) are functions of the detector 1 for m-th target. The number of
received measurement and the number of error measurement are Nmd 1, m and
ΔNmd 1, err , respectively. The detected scanning real time of m-th target is tmd 1, m .
The time of each scanning is tmd 1, s . The time differences (the time differences of
reference pulse to received pulse) of laser pulse for each point target is tmd 1, d . The
scanning error time is Δtmd 1, err .
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Similarly, for m-th target the detection parameters for the detector 2 of Nmd 2 and

tmd 2 can be presented as
Nmd 2 =

f d 2 ( Nmd 2, m ,

ΔNmd 2, err )

(5.4)

and
tmd 2 =

f d 2 (tmd 2, m , tmd 2, s , tmd 2, d , Δtmd 2, err )

(5.5)

where (5.4) and (5.5) are the functions of the detector 2 for m-th target. The number
of received measurement is Nmd 2, m and the number of error detections is
ΔNmd 2, err . The detected scanning real time of m-th target is tmd 2, m . The time of
each measurement is tmd 2, s . The time differences of the laser pulse for each point
target is tmd 2, d and the scanning error time is Δtmd 2, err .
After performing the measurement, the detection signal is saved in the temporary
memory, and it contains of [Nn , tn ] matrix for further data processing. Meanwhile,
clock signal t reset has reset all clock timers for the next measurement.

5.1.3

Velocity Analysis for Start-Stop System

The fundaments of start-stop approach for velocity measurement are already presented
in Section 3.2. The start-stop is functioning based on the sensing of target. If a target
is sensed by any detector then it will continue to scan till it is also sensed by the other
detector. However, the temporary saved data from the measurement phase are taken
to analyze the target velocity. The matrix [Nn , tn ] is taken for every measurement,
and it is further decoded for achieving the precise velocity. Since the fixed number of
measurements ( Nn ) are performed, the velocity analysis is followed from the matrix
of (5.1). Moreover, if only one target is detected then the further decoding is done for
single target. If more than one targets are detected then it is considered as multitarget decoding process. For every target the velocity is evaluated from the detected
signal from the detectors and from the pulse detection from counter 1.

Detection of Single Target and its Velocity: The simplest detection
technique is single target detection and it is shown in Figure 5.3. From (5.1), it can be
demonstrated for a single target that the number of measurement and its
corresponding time N1d1 and t1d1 are detected by the detector 1. The number of
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measurement and its corresponding time N1d 2 and t1d 2 are detected by the detector
2. Number of detections N1d1 and N1d 2 are controlled by counter 1. If a target is first
detected by the detector 1 then the counter 1 sends clock signal to start the detection
of [N1d 1, t1d 1] data. The measurement is continued up to the last detection of the
detector 2 with Vp 2 > Vt 2 , and it presented by [N1d 2, t1d 2 ] data, as shown in Figure
5.3. For the opposite direction of a target, counter 1 is controlled in a reverse manner.

Figure 5.3 Block diagram of the measurement of single-target velocity by start-stop approach.

It is known that the repetition frequency of the laser radar is fixed, and it is controlled by
a control unit. For target tracking, if Δs is the distance difference between two scanned
pulses, then the detected velocity of point targets can be presented as v s = Δs × PRF .
Now, the fixed base distance between two laser beams is Dr . The first detected signal
time by the detector 1 and the first detected signal time by the detector 2 are t1d 1, s and
t1d 2, s , respectively. From those detected signals, the measured velocity by start-stop
can be presented as
v ms =

Dr
t1d 2, s − t1d 1, s

(5.6)

Alternately, the measured velocity from n-th detected signal data can also be written as
v ms (n) =

Dr
t1d 2, s (n) − t1d 1, s (n)

(5.7)

Now, if the n number of scanned data is detected by counter 1 then the actual
approximated velocity of a target can be measured as

vm =

Dr PRF
n
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Detection of Multiple Targets and Velocities: The block diagram of multiple
target tracking by the start-stop approach is presented in Figure 5.4. The measured
data of [Nn , tn ] is subdivided into the detector 1 and the detector 2 data as [Nd 1, td 1]
and [Nd 2 , td 2 ] , respectively. By decoding the number of targets, the detected data
for each target by each detector has been presented. For the number of detected
targets m, the detected signal data for the m-th target is presented as [Nmd 1, tmd 1]
for the detector 1. The detected signal data for the m-th target is presented as

[Nmd 2 , tmd 2 ] for the detector 2, as shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Block diagram of the measurement of multiple target velocity by start-stop approach.

The velocity of first target can be presented by (5.6) and (5.7). Since, the multiple
targets are detected, therefore the measured velocity from detected data for m-th target
can be presented as
v mm =

Dr
Dr
=
Δtm tmd 2, s − tmd 1, s

(5.9)

The measured velocity from n-th detected signal of m-th target can also be presented
as
v mm (n) =

Dr
tmd 2, s (n) − tmd 1, s (n)

(5.10)

where for m-th target, the first detected scanning time tmd 1, s has detected by the
detector 1 and the first detected scanning time of tmd 2, s has detected by the detector
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2, respectively.
The control unit controls the clock signal of start and stop for each target and the
counter 1 also counted the detected signal as N1 . If the number of detection by control
unit for first target is n1 and m-th target is nm then signal detected by counter 1 can be
presented as N1 = (n1, . . . . ., nm ) . The approximated actual measured velocity by
counter 1 of m-th target can also be presented as

vm =

Dr PRF
nm

(5.11)

Dynamic Measurement of Velocity: The measurement of velocity by startstop approach is presented in Figure 5.5 for any target m without saving the
temporary scanning data. The velocity and the corresponding target contour length
are measured by the dynamic measurement. It can also evaluate the both directional
(toward and backward) targets in dynamic measurement of velocity.

Figure 5.5 Dynamic measurement of velocity by start-stop approach.

For m-th target in any perpendicular direction, if the detected signal is Nm > 0 then
the clock begins to count and the temporary counter ( j ) from zero. If no target is
detected in a fixed number of scans (for example, Nm = 1000 ), then the radar system
decides that there is no target detected by the laser radar system. The counter are
reset after N m , as shown in Figure 5.5. If the target is detected till j = Nm then the
velocity is evaluated and displayed. Now, as soon as the m-th target is detected by
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the detector 1 it saved the first scanning time of detection as tmd1, s . The counter 1
has begun to count and it has counted N m number of data until the detector 2 has
detected that target. The detector 2 has saved its first scanning time of detection as
tmd 2, s . Counter 1 with N m number of data has given the velocity, as described in
(5.11). The measured velocity from both detectors is presented by (5.9). As the target
velocity is measured twice by the radar system, the system accuracy is increased.
The final velocity will be computed by the superposition of detected velocities of both
detectors.
However, the fundament of length measurement is already presented in Section 3.4.
The length of a target can be measured by measuring the detected laser pulses from
one of the detectors. But if the target enters at the mid-time of two laser beams due
to pulse repetition frequency, then the measuring time will introduce errors.
Therefore, the detected scanned data from both detectors is saved on the temporary
counter of Nmd 1 for the detector 1 and Nmd 2 for the detector 2. The approximated
number of exact detection Nmd 1, m from Nmd 1 , and Nmd 2, m from Nmd 2 are
considered from the error measurement. Therefore, from (5.2) to (5.6) and from (5.9),
the detected target length for m-th target can be presented as

Lm =

v mm
( Nmd1, m . tmd1, m + Nmd 2, m . tmd 2, m )
2

(5.12)

As the detection of counter 1 is nm for m-th target, the length Lap of that target can
be approximated as

Lap =

nmv m
PRF

(5.13)

Finally, by comparing the measured length from (5.12) and (5.13), the accuracy of
the length measurement can be evaluated.

5.1.4

Velocity Analysis by Correlation System

The detector 1 received signals are presented by (5.2) and (5.3), and the detector 2
received signal are presented by (5.4) and (5.5). The fundamental background of
velocity measurement by correlation of detected target contours is already presented in
Section 3.5. The phase of velocity measurement by correlation of target contour is
shown in Figure 5.6. In this case, the tracking range of every point target is measured
and it gives the target contour. The precise velocity of target is evaluated by using the
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correlation of both detected contours. Finally, the result of velocity analyses is displayed
in the computer.

Figure 5.6 Schematic of velocity measurement from target contour.

It is known that the contour of target can be evaluated from horizontal and vertical
direction to the target plane, as described in Section 3.5. For any plane of target
detection, the surface distance per measurement from the detector 1 for m-th target is
presented as
rmd 1, p =

co .tmd 1, d

(5.14)

2

By averaging all of the point target distance from (5.14), the distance of m-th target is
evaluated. Now, for any minimum time difference signal of tmd 1, min the minimum
surface distance per measurement of m-th target from detector 1 is computed as
rmd 1, p, min =

co .tmd 1, d , min

(5.15)

2

Therefore, the detected contour of the m-th target by detector 1 is the envelope of all
detected targets distance per measurement, and it is presented as
Wmd 1 =

∑ {⎡⎣rmd 1, p (1), tmd1, s (1)⎤⎦ , ............,

Nn

}

⎡rmd 1, p (nm ), tmd 1, s (nm )⎤
⎣
⎦

(5.16)

n =0

where nm number of point targets are detected from m-th target by detector 1 out of

Nn number of measurement and the time of each detection is tmd1, s .
Similarly for detector 2 with any plane of target detection, the surface distance per
measurement of m-th target is presented as
rmd 2, p =

c0 .tmd 2, d
2

(5.17)

Now, for any minimum time difference signal of tmd 2, min the minimum surface distance
per measurement of m-th target from detector 2 is computed as
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rmd 2, p, min =

c0 .tmd 2, d , min

(5.18)

2

For the detection of nm number of measurement by detector 2, the detected contour of
the m-th target is the envelope of the detected all targets distance per measurement,
and it is represented as
Wmd 2 =

∑ {⎡⎣rmd 2, p (1), tmd 2, s (1)⎤⎦ , ............,

Nn

}

⎡rmd 2, p (nm ), tmd 2, s (nm )⎤
⎣
⎦

(5.19)

n =0

where nm number of target distances are detected from m-th target by detector 2
out of Nn number of measurement and the time of each detection is tmd 2, s .
Now, the correlation of both contours Wmd1 and Wmd 2 for m-th target is represented as

Rwmd 1, wmd 2 ( A m ) =

Nn

∑ Wmd1 ⎡⎣(n − A m ).t prf ⎤⎦ Wmd 2 ( n.t prf )

(5.20)

n =0

In (5.20), the maximum Rwmd 1, wmd 2 is obtained for maximum A m = A m, max and it
represents the maximum time as tm, crr , max = A m, max .t prf . Finally the precise velocity of
the m-th target is represented as
Vm, crr =

Dr
tm, crr , max

=

Dr
A m, max .t prf

(5.21)

By using (5.21) for any target m , the precise velocity of that target is evaluated
precisely from correlation approach.

5.2 Measurement of Time Significant Point
The target distance per measurement is evauated from the time difference between the
detected pulse and the reference pulse. The target contour is measured from all
detected target distances per measurement, see Section 5.1. Meanwhile, to evaluate
the time difference of the detected pulse and the reference pulse, the time significant
points are measured on them (the detected pulse and the reference pulse). Moreover,
Section 3.6 has been addressed the correction of time error due to the detected pulse
amplitude variations. Therefore, it is very important to consider the detection of time
significant point for every detected pulse. The detection of threshold of the detector 1 is
Vt 1 , the detector 2 is Vt 2 and they are represented in Section 5.1.1. The detected time
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difference of point target for detector 1 is tmd 1, d and detected time difference of point
target for detector 2 is tmd 2, d , as described in Section 5.1.2. The detected time
difference tmd 1, d and tmd 2, d are the time differences of significant points of reference
and detected pulses for the detector 1 and the detector 2, respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7 Method of detection of time significant point: (a) the 50% method of normalized peak
response, and (b) the 20% and 80% method of normalized peak response.

Two different ways of determining the time significant point for pulse detection are
illustrated in Figure 5.7. If the sampled time at threshold of decision is tth then it
repesents the detected time of laser pulse at threshold of detection. The sampled time
of the normalized peak pulse is t100 . The first method is the average value of

{tth + (t100 − tth )} / 2 for tth ≤ (t100 ) / 2 , and it is the nearest sampling time of t50 . It is
represented as the 50% of peak response. The selection of time significant point of the
detected pulse is the time of t50 , as shown in Figure 5.7(a). The second method is the
detection of time significant point from 20% and 80% of the peak response as shown in
Figure 5.7(b), where t 20 and t80 are 20% and 80% of peak responses, respectively. In
the 20% and 80% method, the time significant point of t20 is the nearest sampling time
of {tth + (t100 − tth )} / 5 for tth ≤ (t100 ) / 5 . The time significant point of t80 is the nearest
sampling time of {4tth + 4(t100 − tth )} / 5 for tth ≤ 4(t100 ) / 5 , as shown in Figure 5.7(b).
From the target range measurement, it has been evaluated that the 20% and 80%
method is better than 50% method [57], since it has two sampled data per
measurement. The measurement of target contour and velocity is used the time
significant point of 20% and 80% method. Therefore, the values of tmd 1, d and tmd 2, d
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are evaluated based on the avaraging of the time significant point of 20% and 80%
peaks of the normalized pulses.

5.3 Calibration of Temperature Effect on Measurement System
The target distance is measured by using the TOF principle. The range of targets is
measured by using the velocity co of light wave as represented in (5.15) and (5.18) for
both detectors, respectively. The wave velocity in any medium depends on the material
constants and ambient conditions, such as permittivity and temperature. The wave
velocity in atmospheric air can be expressed [55, 123] as

co =

Rair T χ
M

(5.22)

where the air constant Rair = 8.135 × 107 erg/degree and T (K) is the ambient
temperature. The adiabatic coefficient of χ = Cp / Cv is the gradient of specific heat
capacity of the air. The specific heat capacity at constant pressure is C p , the specific
heat capacity at constant volume is Cv and the molecular weight is M .
For the normal atmospheric pressure in air medium (760 torr =1.0332 at.), the wave
velocity yields

co = ( 331.3 + 0.6Tc ) m/sec

(5.23)

where Tc is the ambient atmospheric temperature in °C. Therefore, the wave velocity in
air is only temperature dependent as represented in (5.23). It is clear that for
temperature variation of

Tc = ±10 °C , the light wave velocity changes as

Δco = ±6 m sec (or 1.67 km/h).
The temperature variation from (5.23) is used in (5.14) and in (5.17) for data processing
to achieve the precise velocity measurement system.

5.4 Measurement of Contour and Velocity
By using the reported data conversion techniques, contour and velocity of different
moving targets are measured and evaluated in this section. The aim is to evaluate the
characteristic parameters of the developed laser radar system for the measurement of
the contour and precise velocity of vehicles.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8 Block diagram of test targets: (a) step wooden block, (b) ramp wooden block, and (c)
rectangular plastic block.

At the beginning of the measurements, the threshold of decision is taken 20 mV (Vt 1
and Vt 2 ), as described in Section 4.1.1. The time significant points of detected laser
pulses are taken according to Section 4.2. The targets were fixed on a rolling board,
and it has smoothly manually moved from left to right direction as shown in Figure 5.8.
Therefore, the contours are measured from the upper surface of the targets. During the
measurement the ambient temperature was 22°C. For every target, the measured data
( [Nn , tn ] data, see Section 4.1.2) are saved on temporary memory of the computer.
The measurements are repeated four times for each target to make sure the reliability
of the measured result. Finally, the velocity, contour and length are analyzed according
to data processing from Section 5.1.3 and Section 5.1.4.
Several types of target have been taken, which are made of wooden and plastic
blocks. Three types of targets are represented as shown in Figure 5.8. The step
wooden block of 24.6 cm length and 24.9 cm height is shown in Figure 5.8(a). The
ramp wooden block of 49.7 cm length is shown in Figure 5.8(b). The rectangular
plastic block of 43.4 cm length and 8.3 cm height is shown in Figure 5.8(c). The
contour and velocity of the respective test targets are measured as a single target
( m = 1) on each measurement. Target displacement and laser beam directions are
given according to the shown Figure 5.8.
The two-dimensional contour measurement of the wooden step type target is shown
in Figure 5.9. The detected contour of the detector 1 is shown in Figure 5.9(a) and
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the detected contour of the detector 2 is shown in Figure 5.9(b). They have slightly
different ranging distance detection uncertainty shown in Figure 5.9, and it is due to
the difference of circuit systems on both detectors. The differences of velocity
measurement by both detectors are reported in Table 5.1. The measured velocity in
the start-stop system is 49.955 cm/sec according to (5.6). The measured velocity in
correlation from both detected contour is 49.960 cm/sec according to (5.21). The
velocity measurement error of start-stop with respect to correlation velocity is 0.01%.
The detected target velocity by correlation is more accurate then the start-stop
system. The reasons are that it does not have error due the counters and timer
delays; moreover, superposition of every measurement is counted for velocity
measurement. The detected length of this target is 24.892 cm, but the given length is
24.9 cm, see Figure 5.8(a). The length measurement error is 0.032% for the
approximated detected target velocity of 49.96 cm/sec. The measured higher and
lower distances are 503.50 cm and 483.58 cm from the laser radar, respectively. The
measured height of the step block is (503.20-483.55) cm = 19.65 cm. The step height
to be measured for this target is (24.6-4.92) cm = 19.68 cm because of symmetry,
see Figure 5.8(a). Therefore, the range measurement error is 0.1%. The error of the
range measurement system can be increased by increasing the number of averages
per measurement, but it will slow down the scanning speed. Two samples per
measurement are taken to make compromise between target contour and velocity
measurement system.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9 Measured contours of wooden step target: (a) detected contour of detector 1, and (b) detected
contour of detector 2. Ranging uncertainty of detector 1 and detector 2 are 0.95 cm and 0.97 cm,
respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10 Measured contours of wooden ramp-shaped target: (a) detected contour of detector 1, and
(b) detected contour of detector 2. Ranging uncertainty of detector 1 and detector 2 are 0.94 cm and 0.95
cm, respectively.

The two-dimensional contour measurement of the wooden ramp shaped target is
shown in Figure 5.10. The detected contour of the detector 1 is shown in Figure
5.10(a) and the detected contour of the detector 2 is shown in Figure 5.10(b). Both
detectors have different ranging distance uncertainty shown in Figure 5.10, and it is
due to the difference of circuit systems. The differences of velocity measurement by
both detectors are reported in Table 4.2. The measured velocity by start-stop system
is 50.252 cm/sec according to (5.6). The measured velocity by correlation of both
detected contour is 50.255 cm/sec according to (5.21). The velocity measurement
error of start-stop with respect to correlation velocity is 0.0059%. The detected length
of this target is 49.684 cm and the given length is 49.7 cm, see Figure 5.8(b). The
length measurement error is 0.03% for the approximated detected target velocity of
50.255 cm/sec. The measured higher distance to the ramp block is 522.42 cm and
lower distance is 512.30 cm. The measured height of the ramp wooden block is
10.08 cm, but the given height to be measured of the step block is 10.10 cm, see
Figure 5.8(c). Therefore, the range measurement error is 0.19%.
The contour measurement of the rectangular type plastic (light brown, polyvinyl
chloride) target is shown in Figure 5.11. The detected contour of the detector 1 is
shown in Figure 5.11(a) and the detected contour of the detector 2 is shown in Figure
5.11(b). Both detectors have less ranging distance uncertainties than the wooden
targets shown in Figure 5.11, and it is because the plastic surface is smoother than
the wood surface. The differences of velocity measurement by both detectors are
reported in Table 4.2. The measured velocity in the start-stop system is 50.80 cm/sec
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and the measured velocity in the correlation of both detected contours is 50.82
cm/sec. The velocity measurement error of start-stop with respect to correlation
velocity is 0.039%. The detected length of this target is 43.37 cm and the given
length is 43.40 cm, see Figure 5.8(c). The length measurement error is 0.069% for
the detected target velocity of 50.82 cm/sec. The measured ranging distance of the
rectangular surface is 529.65 cm. The detected distance measurement uncertainty is
0.85 cm of the detector 1 and 0.845 cm of the detector 2, respectively. The variation
of target ranging uncertainty between both detectors is 0.005 cm. It is because of the
difference of both detectors circuit systems and differences of connecting wires and
passive elements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11 Measured contours of plastic rectangle bar target: (a) detected contour of first detector, and
(b) detected contour of second detector. Ranging uncertainty of detector 1 and detector 2 are 0.85 cm and
0.845 cm, respectively.

Measurement of Multiple Targets Contour and Velocity: The
measurements of multiple targets contour and velocity detection are represented in
Figure 5.12. In this case two different targets ( m = 2 ) are taken into consideration.
The first target is a wooden step block as reported in Figure 5.8(a), and the second
target is a wooden ramp block as reported in Figure 5.8(b). The detected contour by
the detector 1 is shown in Figure 5.12(a), and by the detector 2 is shown in Figure
5.12(b). The reason of multiple target measurement is taken to evaluate the velocity
measurement technique in high traffic congestion.
In this measurement, both wooden block targets are fixed on separate rolling boards.
Both targets have moved perpendicular to the laser radar at a time during the
measurement. In this case of multi-targets detection, there is a time difference or
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range difference between two consecutive detected targets. The ranging distances of
detected contour have an abrupt change for different ranges of detected targets. In
Figure 5.12(a), the detected range of the first target is 610 cm. After the detection of
the first target, in between 0.5832 sec to 0.8082 sec no target is detected. Therefore,
the ranging distance becomes zero at this time interval, where no target is detected.
Further, at 0.8082 sec the first detector has detected the second target. The detected
range of the second target is 539 cm. It is measured that the detected targets have
different contour distances and detection time interval, see Figure 5.12. The different
time intervals of target contours are used to identify the number of targets. In startstop approach, the velocity of each target is measured based on the first detected
pulse time from that target. In correlation approach, the contour profiles of each
target are separately considered to measure the velocity. The method of velocity and
contour measurement of multiple targets are presented in Section 5.1.3 and Section
5.1.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.12 Measured contours of multiple targets: (a) detected contour of detector 1, and (b) detected
contour of detector 2.

By the start-stop approach, the measured velocity of the first target is 65.50 cm/sec
and second target is 70.21 cm/sec, and the velocities are measured according to
(5.9). By correlation of contours from both detectors, the measured velocity of first
target is 65.52 cm/sec, and the measured velocity of second target is 70.22 cm/sec.
From the measured velocity by correlation approach, it is found that the accuracy of
detected velocity is increased if the surface length of the target is increased. For
example, the first target surface length is 24.9 cm and the detected error velocity is
0.02 cm/sec for the approximated velocity of 65.52 cm/sec. The second target
surface length is 49.7 cm and the difference of detected velocity is 0.01 cm/sec for
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the velocity of 70.22 cm/sec. It is because the number of detected laser pulses is
higher from a larger target surface area, and it reduces measurement error at
correlation approach.

5.4.1 Characteristics of Measured Contour and Velocity
To perform the characteristic parameter evaluations, the measurement of target
velocity and contour for different ranging distances are represented. The comparison
of velocity measurement by start-stop and by correlation is also demonstrated to
investigate the reliability of both measurement approaches.

Figure 5.13 Contour and velocity measurement of wooden step target. Detected velocity by start-stop
is 55.50 cm/sec, velocity by correlation is 55.51 cm/sec and measured error velocity of 0.001%.

The measurements of velocity by correlation of both detected contours are illustrated
in Figure 5.13 for the wooden step block. The dimension of the wooden step block is
given in Figure 5.8(a). From Figure 5.13, it is found that the detected velocity from
correlation of both contours is 55.51 cm/sec and the velocity by start-stop approach is
55.50 cm/sec. The start-stop velocity measurement error is 0.018% with respect to
the correlation velocity of 55.51 cm/sec. The contour length measurement error is
0.016% for the measured velocity. The measurement errors occur due to the internal
circuit system delay of the signal processing unit, the time delay of the used counters
and the detection time delay due to pulse repetition frequency.
Moreover, the measured velocities of the three different targets are summarized in
Table 5.1. Measured two dimensional surface contour length and velocity of test
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targets are reported with different ranging distances. The reason for performing this
measurement is to evaluate the measurement accuracy for ranging distance, target
surface shape, target surface length and different velocities. It is proved that the
accuracy of the measurement velocity is higher at slower moving target. This is an
advantage over the Doppler radar system. Therefore, the measurement accuracy of the
laser radar has predominately shown that its application in vehicle velocity
measurement system is highly demanding.
Table 5.1 Detected target and velocity
Target Distance Velocity Velocity
(m)

Error

Detected length

Velocity

by

by

by start-

by

velocity

stop

correlat-

(%)

(m/s)

ion

First

Second

First

detector detector detector

(m/s)

Second
detector

(cm)

(cm)

(m/s)

(m/s)

Wooden

2.5

1.200

1.202

0.16

24.89

24.88

1.02

1.02

step

4.0

1.210

1.211

0.08

24.87

24.88

1.21

1.20

5.5

1.100

1.101

0.09

24.90

24.89

1.10

1.11

8.5

1.150

1.153

0.26

24.86

24.87

1.14

1.15

10.0

1.300

1.305

0.38

24.84

24.85

1.28

1.29

12.5

1.220

1.232

0.97

24.85

24.82

1.20

1.21

16.0

1.210

1.228

1.42

24.82

24.81

1.19

1.20

Wooden

2.5

1.210

1.211

0.08

49.67

49.66

1.22

1.20

ramp

4.0

1.220

1.221

0.08

49.68

49.69

1.21

1.21

5.5

1.120

1.121

0.09

49.66

49.67

1.12

1.12

8.5

1.170

1.173

0.25

49.65

49.64

1.16

1.16

10.0

1.250

1.254

0.31

49.63

49.65

1.24

1.25

12.5

1.230

1.240

0.80

49.64

49.61

1.22

1.21

16.0

1.220

1.231

0.89

49.62

49.63

1.20

1.21

Rectan-

2.5

1.250

1.251

0.07

43.29

43.28

1.24

1.25

gular

4.0

1.200

1.201

0.08

43.29

43.29

1.20

1.20

5.5

1.100

1.101

0.09

43.30

43.29

1.09

1.10

8.5

1.150

1.153

0.26

43.28

43.27

1.14

1.13

10.0

1.310

1.315

0.37

43.25

43.23

1.30

1.31

12.5

1.250

1.261

0.87

43.21

43.22

1.23

1.24

16.0

1.240

1.252

0.95

43.19

43.20

1.22

1.23

shape

shape

plastic
bar
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In Table 5.1, it is shown that the velocity measurement error up to the ranging distance
of 10m is less than 0.38%. After 12.5m, the velocity error is increased by more than two
times with respect to the ranging distance of 10m. At the moving target distance of
5.5m, the velocity measurement error is 0.09%. The less errors of the velocity
measurement is found in the target distance of 2.5m to 10m, and the lowest error is
measured at the target distance from 2.5m to 5.5m. It is insisted that the laser beam
has perfect detection in this range. The noise interferences on the laser beam detection
are increasing gradually at higher ranging distances. It influences the measurement
accuracy, see Table 5.1. After the target distance of 10m, the measurement error has
increased rapidly. For the distance of 16m, the velocity measurement error is increased
at least 0.82% more than the range distance less than 10m for any of the three targets.
It is also evaluated that the velocity measurement by using the correlation of detected
contours is more accurate than the velocity measurement by using the start-stop
approach. The reason is that at the start-stop approach, the velocity is measured from
the detected measured time of the significant points of detected pulses. The time is
counted and measured by microprocessor counters. The microprocessor counter has
its internal delays. Therefore, the counter also introduced error on the measurement of
velocity by the start-stop approach. Contrarily, the velocity by correlation of detected
contours is measured considering all points of detection. Therefore, the time of
correlation signal ( tm, crr , max , see Section 5.1.4) is achieved, and it has negligible
dependence on the first detection time of a target. In Table 5.1, it is shown that the
velocity measurement by using the start-stop approach is also varying between both
detectors. Since two different detector circuit systems are used the measurement
accuracy is also varied.
The velocity measurement accuracy is represented in Figure 5.14(a) and the target
surface contour length measurement accuracy is represented in Figure 5.14(b). From
Figure 5.14, it is also clear that the ramp shaped target has a maximum accuracy level
for both velocity and surface length measurement out of the other two targets. The
wooden step target has a lower accuracy level than the other two targets. The main
reason is the changing of target surface lengths. At a larger surface length, the
measurement time and number of measurements are higher. Therefore, the probability
of the measurement time error is low for a target with a larger contour length. The
length of the wooden ramp target is 49.7 cm, the rectangular plastic target is 43.4 cm
and the wooden step target is 24.9 cm. Since the ramp target has a higher surface
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length, the detection probability of the point targets is higher than other targets. So, it
can be demonstrated that the detection error becomes less for target with higher
surface length.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14 Measured accuracy on velocity and contour length: (a) accuracy of measured velocity, and
(b) accuracy of measured target contour length.

It has been evaluated that the accuracy of the velocity measurement is increased with
increasing of the length of moving target, see Figure 5.14(a). Moreover, the standard
car surface length is between 3.2m to 5m [58, 124]. Therefore, the projected detectable
velocity measurement range for car will be from 0 to 150 km/h.
From this developed system, it is possible to detect the wood-block up to 20 m distance
without any external signal processing, but for velocity measurement it is suitable up to
16.0 m. The reason of suitable velocity measurement range up to 16.0 m is the signal to
noise level interferences that are dominated the threshold of decision Vt1 and Vt 2
(signal detection is less than 20 mV). The detected reference signal for a target at a
distance of 20m is shown in Figure 4.29. From the test measurement, it can also be
demonstrated that the system is able to detect the velocity up to 20m distance if an
external amplifier with will add after photodetectors in both detectors. Approximated
characteristics of the amplifier will be with the bandwidth of 6 GHz (since photodetector
rise time is 82 ps), and with gain of 10 dB (since the detection of threshold is 20 mV).

5.4.2 Effect of Angular Variation on System Characteristics
The angular direction of targets to the laser detection beams is analysed in this
section. It is performed to characterize the angular directivity of moving targets which
can be measured for velocity measurement.
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The angular variations on the accuracy level of target velocity and contour are
summarized in Table 5.2. To perform this measurement, a wooden target has moved
in different angular direction with respect to laser beams. The angular variation of the
target moving direction is evaluated for different ranging distances of the targets. In
Table 5.2, the ranging distance of a target [wooden ramp shape target has surface
length of 49.7 cm, see Figure 5.8(b)] is 8.5m. The ranging distance for angular
direction of target is corrected according to Section 4.7 by distance-difference
correction. The angular direction (β) is measured by measuring the differences of
contour distances according to the background given in Section 4.7. It has also been
found that the angular variation on target ranging from 50 cm to 12.5m is almost
constant. There are two principle reasons for the constant behaviour of the angular
variation of target movement. First, the photodetectors are in an axis with respect to
corresponding parallel laser beams, see Section 4.5. Therefore, no target signal from
one laser beam to other laser beam is received by the photodetectors. Second, the
spot size of the laser beam has varied negligibly with the variation of target distance,
see Section 4.5. Therefore, the possibility of laser beam detection from one to other
photodetectors is negligible.
Table 5.2 Effect of angular variation on detected velocity and contour

Target

Angular

Velocity

Velocity

Error

Detected length

Velocity

direction

by start-

by

velocity

by

by

of

stop

correla-

(%)

Target

(m/s)

tion

detector

(m/s)

(cm)

(cm)

(m/s)

(m/s)

(degree)

Ramp
shape
Wood

First

Second

First

detector detector

Second
detector

0

1.210

1.211

0.09

49.66

49.68

1.22

1.20

30

1.220

1.221

0.09

49.67

49.69

1.21

1.21

45

1.150

1.152

0.10

49.67

49.66

1.15

1.14

50

1.170

1.172

0.11

49.66

49.67

1.18

1.16

55

1.230

1.252

0.11

49.65

49.64

1.24

1.25

60

1.220

1.224

0.13

49.64

49.65

1.21

1.23

In Table 5.2, it is shown that the variation of target angular direction has effect on the
error level of velocity and contour surface length measurement. However, this
variation of error level has no major effect on the accuracy level of the measurement
system. For instance, at zero angular degree of target direction, the measured error
velocity is 0.09%, but at 60 degrees the error velocity is slightly higher being 0.13%.
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The error is also increased on surface contour length measurement. For instance, at
the zero angular degree of target direction, the target surface length is measured as
49.68 cm, and the measured error is 0.04%. At the target angular direction of 60
degrees, the measured surface length is 49.65 cm which has the length
measurement of 0.10%. The reason is the increase of the laser beam spot size for
each measurement of target of detection at the higher angular direction. As a result,
the beam scattering is also increased at higher angular direction, and the probability
of laser signal detection by photodetector becomes lower. However, the laser radar
can also be used at an angle of 60 degrees to the moving targets, see Table 5.2.
Therefore, this measurement proved that the laser radar system can be placed in
curved streets.
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The practical outdoor measurement of car velocity and contour is presented in this
chapter. In both velocity measurement approaches (start-stop approach and
correlation approach), the effects of vehicle surface profile variations are also
reported. The measurement setup is another factor of system evaluation. The laser
system setup of the velocity measurement is also presented for different car contour
profiles. The relationship and difference of velocimetry both in indoor and outdoor is
reported. The relative variations of the velocity for the variation of laser system for
further external factors are also described. Finally, a complete datasheet of the
developed pulse laser radar for vehicle velocity measurement is presented.

6.1 Test Car for Outdoor Measurement
The outdoor vehicle velocity and contour for a Mercedes-Benz C180 car with silver
coloured surface were measured. It is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1 Test car. The solid lines indicate the used scan height.

The measurement was performed by driving this car on a parking place at day time and
at ambient temperature of 25 °C. The car has run at different velocities with different
distances from the laser radar system. The reason of measuring the car velocity at
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different limits is to characterize the laser radar ratings for car as vehicle. The different
ranging distances are taken to evaluate the measurement accuracy of distance ranging.

Figure 6.2 Laser radar measurement setup.

However, it is already demonstrated in Chapter 4 that at present the developed laser
radar is used to measure the two dimensional contour of the vehicles. Therefore,
different scanning lines were also chosen for the measurement of different contour
profiles. For example, the vehicle contour is varied from the body to its window
frames and also with different scanning lines on the vehicle body. The contour
variation with scanning lines happened due to the variation of surface geometry.
Three different scanning heights are considered to evaluate the vehicle contour
profile measurement, as shown in Figure 6.1. The lowest height of h1 = 70 cm is
taken to evaluate the discontinuity of the contour profile due to the presence of tyres
on vehicle wheels. The middle height of h2 = 80 cm is taken to evaluate the vehicle
full surface profile contour and its accuracy. The upper height of h3 = 110 cm is taken
to evaluate the windows frame structure contour of the vehicle.
The laser radar system measurement setup for outdoor environment is shown in Figure
6.2. The radar system is mounted on a movable table as shown in Figure 6.2. The
movable table is adjusted at different heights ( h1 , h2 , and h3 ) and different positions
to detect different contour profiles of the car.
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6.2 Measurement of Car Contour and Velocity
The measurement of contour and its corresponding velocity are reported in this section
for three different scanning heights of h1 , h2 , and h3 . The measured scanning line
lengths on the car contour are: The scanning line for h1 = 422.5 cm, the scanning line
for h2 = 407.2 cm, and the scanning line for h3 = 200.4 cm, respectively.

6.2.1 Contour and Velocity from Vehicle Body with Wheels
The first measurement is carried out for the car height of h1 = 70 cm. The measured
results are shown from Figure 6.3 to Figure 6.8.
In Figure 6.3, two discontinuities (blank contour) on vehicle surface contour are shown.
The front side wheel and the back side wheel are the causes of the discontinuities on
surface contour. The area of discontinuity from the front side wheel is more than from
the back side wheel. The reason is the existing scanning line length variation between
both wheels (the scanning line length on front side wheel is longer than on back side
wheel), as shown in Figure 6.1. The detected ranging distance of the moving car from
both detectors is 510 cm, as shown in Figure 6.3(a) and Figure 6.3(b) for the car driving
velocity of vr = 8 km/h. The driving velocity ( v r ) is estimated from the tachometer
reading of that car. The velocity measured by start-stop approach is evaluated to be

vst = 7.985 km/h and by correlation approach vcrr = 7.995 km/h. The velocity
measured from detector 1 (vd 1) is 7.985 km/h and from detector 2 (vd 2 ) is 7.986 km/h.
The scanned contour length was measured as

Lm = 422.49 cm. The measured

velocity error is presented as
Velocity error =

(v st or vcrr ) − v r
× 100%
(v st or vcrr )

(6.1)

and by start-stop it is 0.18% and by correlation it is 0.06%. It can be demonstrated that
the measured velocity error by start-stop approach is higher than correlation approach.
The

reason

is

that

at

start-stop

approach

the

detected

time

difference

( Δtm = tmd 2, s − tmd 2, s , according to Section 5.1.3) of both detectors is counted only
from time significant points. The measurement time delay of used computer processor
and counter are also included on scanning data. Therefore, referring the start-stop
approach the error of velocity is higher. On the other hand, regarding the correlation
approach, the maximum time difference ( tm, crr , max , according to Section 5.1.4) of both
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detectors is counted based on the superposition and multiplication of each and every
scanned time difference. Therefore, the velocity measurement accuracy by the
correlation approach is higher than that by the start-stop approach.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3 Measured car contour at height h1 = 70 cm and velocity v r = 8 km/h: (a) contour detected
from detector 1, and (b) contour detected from detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length
parameters are: vst = 7.98 km/h, vcrr = 7.99 km/h, vd 1 = 7.985 km/h, vd 2 = 7.986 km/h, and
Lm = 422.49 cm.

The reason of two major discontinuities (blank contour) on the car contour is the
presence of black tyre on the car wheels. The vehicle tyre is one of the highly defused
black targets. The light reflectivity from black target is very much less than any other
type of target [125–128]. Therefore, the reflected laser signal from a highly diffused
black surface (from tyre) is very low to evaluate the tyre contour without any external
filter and amplifier. Moreover, the detection of threshold value is chosen to avoid the
noise interferences on detected signals (see Chapter 5). As a result, both tyre areas are
considered as no target is detected since the detected signal value is less than the
threshold of decision. However, to detect the contour of the tyre existence (diffused
black target), it is necessary to use external filter to reduce the detected signal noises.
Further amplification of the detected signals is also needed. The existence of such
discontinuity on vehicle contour has no effect on the measured velocity by the reported
method (by start-stop approach and by correlation approach). Therefore, the detection
of diffused black target is not included in this dissertation. One of the future extensions
of this work can be a work phase to evaluate also the diffused black targets, such as
vehicle tyres.
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From Figure 6.4 to Figure 6.8, two discontinuities (due to tyres) are also presented on
vehicle surface contours. The presence of front side wheel and the back side wheel
tyres is assured on scanning line h1 . Moreover in Figure 6.4, the detected ranging
distance of the car from both detectors is 495 cm for the car velocity of vr = 10 km/h.
The velocity measured by start-stop approach is vst = 9.98 km/h and by correlation
approach is vcrr = 9.99 km/h. The velocity measured from detector 1 is vd1 = 9.98 km/h
and from detector 2 it is vd 2 = 9.98 km/h. The detected scanned contour has a length
of Lm = 422.49 cm. The measured velocity error by start-stop is 0.2% and by
correlation is 0.1% according to (6.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4 Measured car contours at v r = 10 km/h: (a) contour detected from detector 1, and (b)
contour detected from detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 9.98 km/h,

vcrr = 9.99 km/h, vd 1 = 9.98 km/h, vd 2 = 9.98 km/h, and Lm = 422.49 cm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5 Measured of car contours at v r = 20 km/h: (a) contour detected from detector 1, and (b)
contour detected from detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 20.04 km/h,
vcrr = 20.02 km/h, vd 1 = 20.04 km/h, vd 2 = 20.04 km/h, and Lm = 422.48 cm.
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In Figure 6.5, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 520 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 20 km/h. The velocity measured by start-stop approach is vst = 20.04
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 20.02 km/h. The velocity measured from
detector 1 is vd 1 = 20.04 km/h and from detector 2 it is vd 2 = 20.04 km/h. The detected
scanned contour has a length of Lm = 422.48 cm. The measured velocity error by startstop is 0.2% and by correlation is 0.1% according to (6.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6 Measured car contours at v r = 30 km/h: (a) contour detected from detector 1, and (b)
contour detected from detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: v st = 29.93 km/h,
vcrr = 29.97 km/h, vd1 = 29.93 km/h, vd 2 = 29.93 km/h, and Lm = 422.48 cm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7 Measured car contours at v r = 42 km/h: (a) contour detected from detector 1, and (b)
contour detected from detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: v st = 41.90 km/h,
vcrr = 41.95 km/h, vd1 = 41.90 km/h, vd 2 = 41.90 km/h, and Lm = 422.46 cm.
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In Figure 6.6, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 535 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 30 km/h. The velocity measured by start-stop approach of vst = 29.93
km/h and by correlation approach of vcrr = 29.97 km/h. The velocity measured from
detector 1 is vd 1 = 29.93 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 29.93 km/h. The detected
scanning contour length is Lm = 422.48 cm. The measured error velocity by start-stop
is 0.23% and by correlation is 0.1% according to (6.1).
In Figure 6.7, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 525 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 42 km/h. The velocity measured by start-stop approach is vst = 41.90
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 41.95 km/h. The velocity measured from
detector 1 is vd 1 = 41.90 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 41.90 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 422.46 cm. The measured velocity error by start-stop
is 0.23% and by correlation is 0.12% according to (6.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8 Measured car contours at v r = 50 km/h: (a) contour detected from detector 1, and (b)
contour detected from detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 49.88 km/h,
vcrr = 49.93 km/h, vd 1 = 49.87 km/h, vd 2 = 49.89 km/h, and Lm = 422.44 cm.

In Figure 6.8, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 535 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 50 km/h. The velocity measured by start-stop approach is vst = 49.88
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 49.93 km/h. The velocity measured from
detector 1 is vd 1 = 49.88 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 49.88 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 422.44 cm. The measured error velocity by start-stop
is 0.24% and by correlation is 0.14% according to (6.1).
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The measurement of vehicle contour and velocity for the scanning line h1 height of
70 cm is taken for ranging distance up to 10m. The discussed Figures 6.3 to 6.8
show the result within a range interval of 5m to 6m to present and idealize the car
velocity measurement parameters for a certain ranging distance. The other reason is
to visualize the variation of measurement accuracy for the certain ranging distance. If
the measurement accuracy for several distance intervals are known then it can be
easily extracted by further signal processing. However, from the measurement result
it has been evaluated that the ranging distance up to 12.5m has no effect on the
velocity. After 12.5m the detected car contour was not errorless. It is because of the
low signal level of detection after 12.5m distance. The analysis of measurement
velocity and the effect of scanning line variations are presented in Section 6.3.

6.2.2 Contour and Velocity of Vehicle Body
The following measurements have been carried out at the scanning line height of

h2 = 80 cm. In Figure 6.1, it is shown that at this height the car surface is only the metal
body. Therefore, there is no diffused area (such as a black body) existing along this
scanning line.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9 Car body contours at height h2 = 80 cm and velocity v r = 6 km/h. Measured by (a)
detector 1, and (b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 5.99 km/h,
vcrr = 6.0 km/h, vd 1 = 5.99 km/h, vd 2 = 5.99 km/h, and Lm = 407.19 cm.

In Figure 6.9, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 865 cm for the car
velocity of vr = 6 km/h. The measured velocity by start-stop approach is vst = 5.99
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 6.0 km/h. The measured velocity from
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detector 1 is vd1 = 5.99 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 5.99 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 407.19 cm. The measured velocity error by start-stop
is 0.16% and by correlation is 0% according to (6.1).
In Figure 6.10, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 750 cm for the car
velocity of vr = 10 km/h. The measured velocity by start-stop approach is vst = 9.98
km/h and by correlation approach of vcrr = 9.99 km/h. The velocity measured from
detector 1 is vd1 = 9.98 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 9.98 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 407.17 cm. The measured velocity error by start-stop
is 0.2% and by correlation is 0.1% according to (6.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10 Car body contours at height h2 = 80 cm and velocity v r = 10 km/h. Measured by (a)
detector 1, and (b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 9.98 km/h,
vcrr = 9.99 km/h, vd 1 = 9.98 km/h, vd 2 = 9.98 km/h, and Lm = 407.17 cm.

In Figure 6.11, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 740 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 20 km/h. The velocity measured by start-stop approach is vst = 19.95
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 19.98 km/h. The velocity measured from
detector 1 is vd 1 = 19.95 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 19.95 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 407.16 cm. The measured velocity error by start-stop
is 0.25% and by correlation is 0.1% according to (6.1).
In Figure 6.12, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 750 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 30 km/h. The measured velocity by start-stop approach is vst = 29.93
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 29.98 km/h. The measured velocity from
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detector 1 is vd 1 = 29.93 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 29.92 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 407.15 cm. The measured error velocity by start-stop
is 0.23% and by correlation is 0.07% according to (6.1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11 Car body contours at height h2 = 80 cm and velocity v r = 20 km/h. Measured by (a)
detector 1, and (b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: v st = 19.95 km/h,
vcrr = 19.98 km/h, vd 1 = 19.95 km/h, vd 2 = 19.95 km/h, and Lm = 407.16 cm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12 Car body contours at height h2 = 80 cm and velocity v r = 30 km/h. Measured by (a)
detector 1, and (b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 29.93 km/h,
vcrr = 29.98 km/h, vd1 = 29.93 km/h, vd 2 = 29.92 km/h, and Lm = 407.15 cm.

In Figure 6.13, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 775 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 38 km/h. The measured velocity by start-stop approach is vst = 37.91
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 37.96 km/h. The measured velocity from
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detector 1 is vd 1 = 37.91 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 37.91 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 407.16 cm. The measured velocity error by start-stop
is 0.24% and by correlation is 0.1%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13 Car body contours at height h2 = 80 cm and velocity v r = 38 km/h. Measured by (a)
detector 1, and (b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: v st = 37.91 km/h,
vcrr = 37.96 km/h, vd 1 = 37.92 km/h, vd 2 = 37.90 km/h, and Lm = 407.16 cm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14 Car body contours at height h2 = 80 cm and velocity v r = 50 km/h. Measured by (a)
detector 1, and (b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 49.87 km/h,
vcrr = 49.94 km/h, vd 1 = 49.87 km/h, vd 2 = 49.87 km/h, and Lm = 407.14 cm.

In Figure 6.14, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 830 cm for the car
velocity of vr = 50 km/h. The measured velocity by start-stop approach is vst = 49.87
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 49.94 km/h. The measured velocity from
detector 1 is vd 1 = 49.87 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 49.87 km/h. The detected
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scanned contour length is Lm = 407.14 cm. The measured velocity error by start-stop
is 0.26% and by correlation is 0.12%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.15 Car body contours at height h2 = 80 cm and velocity v r = 60 km/h. Measured by (a)
detector 1, and (b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and car length parameters are: vst = 59.84 km/h,
vcrr = 59.93 km/h, vd 1 = 59.85 km/h, vd 2 = 59.83 km/h, and Lm = 407.11 cm.

In Figure 6.15, the distance to the car detected by both detectors is 580 cm for the car
velocity of v r = 60 km/h. The measured velocity by start-stop approach is vst = 59.84
km/h and by correlation approach is vcrr = 59.93 km/h. The measured velocity from
detector 1 is vd 1 = 59.85 km/h and from detector 2 is vd 2 = 59.83 km/h. The detected
scanned contour length is Lm = 407.11 cm. The measured error velocity by start-stop is
0.27% and by correlation is 0.11% according to (6.1).
From the measurement of 2D contour from Figures 6.9 to 6.15, it is also shown that
there is no major discontinuity on the detected contours of the car body. As it is
approximated, the vehicle metal body has highest signal reflection compared to other
parts of the vehicle body. Therefore, the detected signals also have almost no errors. It
can be demonstrated that most of all number of measurement from of vehicle metal
body in scanning line h2 are detected by the laser radar system. Further vehicle
analysis regarding scanning lines on car body is reported in Section 6.3.
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6.2.3 Contour and Velocity from Car Windows Frame
This measurement was carried out on the scanning line height of h3 = 110 cm. In
Figure 6.1, it is shown that at this scanning line the car surface has two metal frames
around glass windows. It is also shown in Figure 6.1 that two pure black bars also exist
in this scanning line.
The measured contours from the car windows frames are presented in Figures 6.16
to 6.20. The measurement velocities are also reported with figure captions. In those
measurements, the detected contour length Lm is the length from front side frame to
back side frame in the scanning line h3 , rest of the parameters are as before.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.16 Car windows frame contours at velocity v r = 10 km/h. Measured by (a) detector 1, and
(b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and windows length parameters are: vst = 9.96 km/h, vcrr = 9.98
km/h, vd 1 = 9.96 km/h, vd 2 = 9.96 km/h, Lm = 200.25 cm, velocity error by start-stop = 0.40%, and
velocity error by correlation = 0.20%.

From the measured contours, the front side metal frame and the back side metal
frame are only detected by the laser radar system. The reason is the selection of the
level of threshold decision. Moreover, the detected signals by detectors from the
reflected signal from the pure black bars and window glasses are less than the level
of threshold detection. Therefore, those areas are considered as no target of
detection. However, the target with pure black surface and transparent glass are not
included with this work. A future extension of this work can be to evaluate the
detection criteria of different diffused materials. Moreover, it is also illustrated in
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Figure 6.16 to Figure 6.20 that the back side frame is wider than the front side frame.
It is practically symmetrical to the test car windows frames, shown in Figure 6.1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.17 Car windows frame contours at velocity v r = 20 km/h. Measured by (a) detector 1, and
(b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and windows length parameters are: vst = 9.96 km/h, vcrr = 9.98
km/h, vd 1 = 9.96 km/h, vd 2 = 9.96 km/h, Lm = 200.22 cm, velocity error by start-stop = 0.40%, and
velocity error by correlation = 0.20%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.18 Car windows frame contours at velocity v r = 30 km/h. Measured by (a) detector 1, and
(b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and windows length parameters are: vst = 29.87 km/h, vcrr = 29.93
km/h, vd 1 = 29.87 km/h, vd 2 = 29.87 km/h, Lm = 200.21 cm, velocity error by start-stop = 0.43%, and
velocity error by correlation = 0.23%.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.19 Car windows frame contours at velocity v r = 40 km/h. Measured by (a) detector 1, and
(b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and windows length parameters are: vst = 39.82 km/h, vcrr = 39.91
km/h, vd 1 = 39.83 km/h, vd 2 = 39.81 km/h, Lm = 200.10 cm, velocity error by start-stop = 0.45%, and
velocity error by correlation = 0.21%.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.20 Car windows frame contours at velocity v r = 50 km/h. Measured by (a) detector 1, and
(b) detector 2. Extracted velocity and windows length parameters are: vst = 49.75 km/h, vcrr = 49.84
km/h, vd 1 = 49.74 km/h, vd 2 = 49.76 km/h, Lm = 200.04 cm, velocity error by start-stop = 0. 50%, and
velocity error by correlation = 0.32%.

6.3 Vehicle Velocity Analysis
The accuracy level of the measured velocities for the test car is demonstrated in this
section. As three different scanning lines are taken to evaluate the car contour and
velocity, therefore, the measurement accuracy of different scanning line are also
evaluated in this section. The measured accuracy of velocity is presented as
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Accuracy of velocity =

(v st or v crr ) × 100%

=

vr
× 100%
or v crr )

vr

(v st

for

(v st or v crr ) < v r

for

(v st or v crr ) > v r

(6.2)

The accuracy level of car velocity measurement is reported in Figure 6.21 for vehicle
distance to 8m, according to (6.2). Moreover, it is already reported that parallel laser
beams with the same characteristics (synchronized, same optical properties) are
used for tracking the targets. Therefore, the ranging distance variations have no
effect on the measurement system. Moreover, it is also described that the
measurement of the velocity is evaluated for the start-stop approach and for the
precision correlation approach. The measured accuracy variations of the test car
velocity for both approaches are also reported in Figure 6.21. The level of accuracy
illustrations of three scanning lines are followed in Figure 6.21(a) for scanning line h1 ,
Figure 6.21(b) for scanning line h2 , and Figure 6.21(c) for scanning line h3 . Relative
variations of car velocity measurement accuracy for three different scanning lines can
be easily demonstrated from Figure 6.21.
In Figure 6.21, it is also proven that the velocity measurement based on correlation of
both detected contours is the best approach. The achieved velocity measurement
accuracy by correlation approach is more than 99.75% for the car velocity up to 60
km/h. For instance at the velocity 60 km/h, the measured accuracy of velocity by
correlation approach is 1.5 times more than start-stop approach. Moreover, in simple
start-stop approach, the error occurs from the used radar circuit system and also
from used pulse repletion frequency. The error signals which are detected by
photodetectors are also the reason for lower accuracy measured by the start-stop
approach. Therefore, it is hardly possible to achieve the measurement accuracy by
the start-stop approach as high as by the correlation approach. However, the
measurement accuracy of car velocity by the start-stop approach is also achieved
more than quite satisfaction according to the German norm [56], see Section 2.3. The
reasons are the use of short pulse (rise time 28 ps) laser in the transmitter with pulse
repetition frequency of 37.5 kHz and high sensitive (rise time 82 ps and 50 A/W)
photodetectors in the receiver of the laser radar system.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.21 The accuracy level of measured velocities. Differences of measured accuracy of startstop and correlation approaches for (a) scanning line of h1 , (b) scanning line of h2 , and (c) scanning
line of h3 .
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It is also demonstrated that in case of the correlation approach, the superposition of
both contour signals is considered. The time differences of every measurement from
both contours are evaluated to achieve the maximum value of elapsed time to cross
through parallel laser beams by moving target. Therefore, the accuracy of correlation
approach is highest for velocity measurement. As every measurement of detected
target surfaces is considered in the correlation approach, therefore, the accuracy of
correlation approach is varied with the variation of target contour length. It is also
evaluated that at a higher contour length the accuracy of the correlation approach is
also higher. In Figure 6.21, it is proven that at the scanning line of h2 the accuracy is
higher compared to h1 and h3 ; it is 99.85%. The reason is that the car contours
length on h2 is the longest (422.5 cm). At the scanning line h3 the accuracy level is
lower (99.5%) compared to h1 and h2 , because the car contour scanning length is
the shortest (200.4 cm) in h3 .
The velocity analyses from Figure 6.21 demonstrate that the highest accuracy of
velocity measurement is achieved from the scanning on vehicle body.

Evaluation of Vehicle Length Measurement: The achieved car contour
length measurement accuracy is represented in Figure 6.22 for the discussed
scanning lines. The length measurement accuracy is 99.5% achieved for the
scanning line (for h1 ) length of 422.5 cm. The fundaments of length measurement
errors are described in Section 3.4. Furthermore, the used computer delay, counter
delay and sampling scope delay are the causes of lower accuracy than the given
length of the moving target. The length measurement accuracy for scanning lines of

h2 is approximately more than scanning line of h1 , as shown in Figure 6.22. It is to
notify that the scanning line lengths of h1 and h2 are 422.5 and 407.2 cm
respectively. Therefore, the measurement accuracy for h1 have to be higher than for

h2 because the scanning length of h1 is longer than h2 . The existence of two
contour discontinuity on h1 due to wheel tyres has reduced the number of point
targets on it compared to h2 . As a result, measurement accuracy for h2 is highest
with compared to h1 and h3 . Again, the scanning line h3 has lowest accuracy of
99.8% up to 60 km/h. The reason of the scanning line length on h3 is 200.4 cm with
contour discontinuity due to windows. However, the car length measurement is
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achieved more than 99.5% for the velocity up to 60 km/h by the developed laser
radar system.

Figure 6.22 The measured accuracy of car contour length of three different scanning lines.

6.4 Laser Radar Datasheet
The characteristic specifications data of the developed laser radar are summarized in
this section for the measurement of contour and precise velocity.

Control unit
Trigger pulse:

PRF

37.5 kHz

Pulse width

20 ns

Peak pulse

5V

Switching device

avalanche BJT transistor

Rise time

2.26 ns

Pulse width

4 ns

Peak pulse

40A

Laser diode

GaAs SH LD-62

Laser class

Class 1

Optical wavelength

904 nm (IR)

Optical impulse

375 Watts

Average radiation

510 μW

Laser transmitter
Current pulse generator:

Laser pulse generator:

@ PRF 37.5 kHz
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Rise time

28 ps

Pulse width (FWHM)

32 ps

Emitting area

152 μm ×2.02 μm

Laser radiation angle

16°

System

two parallel beams

Spot size

0.65 cm at 2m distance

Average laser radiation

140 μW

Maximum peak pulse

98 Watts

Laser class

Class-1, eye-safe

Device

Si avalanche photodiode

Chip type

APD-230

Wavelength

400 nm to 1100 nm

Maximum response

50 A/W @ λ = 800 nm

Rise time

82 ps

Pulse width (FWHM)

180 ps

Active area

0.042 mm2 (diameter: 230 μm)

Dark current

0.6 nA (typically for M = 100)

Operating temperature

-20 °C to 70 °C

Bandwidth

DC to 13.5 GHz

Transmission loss

0.5 dB

Reflection loss

20 dB

Operating range

DC to 300V

Radar:

Laser class

Class-1

Measuring beams:

Two parallel laser beams

Laser beam:

Photodetector
Photodiode:

Detector Bias Network:

Laser radar system

Measuring range:

Beam separation

28.8 cm

Spot size

0.65 cm

Average radiation

140 μW

Maximum peak impulse

98 Watts

Ranging distance

20 cm to 15.5m
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Distance uncertainty

0.75 cm

Estimated accuracy

98.4% for target length 25 cm,
and velocity 1.2 m/s

99.5% for car with velocity
60km/h
Velocity Measurement:

Estimated accuracy

97.5% for target length 25 cm,
and velocity 1.2 m/s
98.5% for car with velocity
60km/h.

Technique

Correlation, in Figure 6.23
Simple start-stop, in Figure 6.23.

Figure 6.23 Relative variation of the measurement velocity with respect to the estimated velocity.
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In this thesis, a near-field pulse laser radar system has been developed for precise
vehicle velocity measurement, along with contour profiling and ranging distance. For
precise velocity measurement, the elapsed time of moving vehicles to cross parallel
laser beams in known distance is used. The parallel laser beams are synchronized
and calibrated to achieve a fixed distance in base distance. Two methods are used to
measure the precise elapsed time of moving vehicles. These are simple start-stop
and correlation approaches. The TOF principle is used to detect the vehicle contour
profile and ranging. The eye safe class-1 laser system with very short laser pulses
(rise time 28 ps and pulse width 32 ps), based on TOF principle is used to detect the
targets with a pulse repetition frequency of 37.5 kHz. Two highly sensitive (50 A/W)
avalanche type photodetectors are used to detect the reflected signals from the
targets. To reduce the nonlinearity of photodetection techniques, the broadband
biasing networks are developed. These high voltage bias networks operate from DC
to 13.5 GHz and up to the supply voltage of 300V with transmission loss of 0.8 dB.
The parasitic effects of the photodetectors are reduced by incorporating gold wire
bonding (2 mm long and 25 μm diameter) of APD230 chip with a 50Ω SMA female
connector. The achieved rise time is of 82 ps at the developed photodetector circuits.
The laboratory and real-life tests presented in this thesis prove that the pulse laser
radar sensor system using two parallel laser beams is capable of detecting the
precise vehicle velocity, contour, length and ranging for multiple-targets in bidirections. Therefore, such pulse laser radar is suitable for tracking the velocity of the
vehicles in highly congested traffic and even in curvy road conditions. The velocity
measurements from the correlation of both detected contours are of great demand in
applications of parallel beam laser radar system for vehicle velocity measurement. As
a result, the achieved accuracy at the velocity measurement is up to 99.5% using the
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correlation approach for a car travelling at 60 km/h. It is experimentally proved that
the accuracy of the length measurement is 99.75% for a target having the length of
2m. Moreover, the uncertainty of the ranging distance measurement is 0.75 cm.
Achieved accuracy of the measurement results signifies the importance of the
developed pulse laser radar in velocimetry applications.
The detection of threshold is used to determine the target’s contour and velocity.
Therefore, the number of sample detections is compromised for having a faster
scanning. However, the smaller number of samples per measurement causes the
higher uncertainty of distance ranging. The achieved distance ranging uncertainty is
0.75 cm with two samples per measurement, and correspondingly, the accuracy of
the measurement of car velocity is 99%, achieved at 60 km/h. The photodetectors
and the detector scanning technique are capable of obtaining the highest accuracy
for the detection of moving targets. The investigation and the generation of very fast
photodetection, for instance, increasing the sensitivity of photodetectors (rise time
less then 80 ps), are of great importance in future applications for detecting high
speedy moving targets.
The laser radar system is developed for tracking of moving targets from 20 cm to
12.5m. This tracking range can be extended by adding amplifier (bandwidth 6 GHz,
gain 10 dB) with high sensitive detectors (M>150). Moreover, the development of
high gain detectors will also be helpful to detect the contour of highly diffused targets,
such as tyres of wheels and glass windows.
The developed laser radar system needs to be mounted at a fixed place for the
detection of the moving targets. The development of the signal processing for the
mobile operation of this radar system would be of great importance in future at the
velocimetry application.
An efficient data acquisition technique is essential to achieve the fast data
processing. In this work, the 40 Gsa/sec oscilloscope DSO81204B is used as a
sampler. The development and implementation of compact sampler, based on
extended sampling technique, can be used in this radar system for better
performance. The synchronization of the sampling unit should be performed by using
the reference signal from control unit. Furthermore, the investigation and
improvement of data conversion rate at the compact sampler unit will also be
performed as a future extension of this work.
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The compactness of the sensor system is a fundamental issue for the industrial
application. The realized base distance between both the laser beams is 28.8 cm.
Another future goal is to decrease the base distance from 28.8 cm. For instance, if
the base distance will be 10 cm, then the sensor system will be more compact than
present laser radar system.
The energy consumption of a sensor system is an important concern for commercial
applications. Different supply voltages are applied for different system modules of the
developed pulse radar system. Future research work can be concentrated on the
development and implementation of a compact DC supply voltage generator so that
the sensor system becomes autonomous and ready for use in real-life dynamic
applications.
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